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Dorm visits reviewed
by Stephen J . McLean

committee s move to review
the housing policy, because of
A committee formed to
premarital sexual activity on
rev ie w M S C d o rm ito ry
campus, is absurd. Cige stated
visitation policy met .Monday
that it is an infringement on a
in one of a series o f sessions that
srudent’s constitutional right to
may lead to stricter rides
privacy to restrict visiting
regarding visiting students in
liberties on the grounds of
residence halls, according to
what goes, on in a student’s
Dean Jean M. Armstrong.
room.
Armstrong explained the
In response to this Stover
change, would he on the
stated that the committee’s
grounds that current policies,
purpose was never to limit
a llo w in fr in g e m e n ts on
sexual activity, but instead to
residents’ rights to privacy and
review the problems o f open
on his studies hv visitors and
visitation, of which, premarital
illegal residents.
sex is one.
T h e cu rren t v isita tio n
T h e Housing Visitation
policy, as explained by Brian
Policy Review Committee was
Cige, S (iA president, allows
formed by Armstrong to
for residents to sign guests into
review and make recommend
their room at any time, and
ations for possible changes in
allows for those guests to stay
the present visitation policy.
up to three consecutive nights
I he committee has also been
in one week* T h e present
'given the task o f determining
policy also permits residents to
b (H id in g u s a g e , w fetch
refuse their roommates to have
encompasses questions such as
guests in rheir room.
-According to Dr. Raymond , what buildings may house all
freshmen, or have special
Stover, director of housing,
alcoholic of visitation policies.
and chairman of the committee
On: Dec, l the committee
review ing -"visitation. Dr.
moved to distribute question
David VV D. Dickson,-college
naires, to one out of every three
president, feels the current
residents, asking, how they
open visitation policy allo\vs
may have been inconvenienced
opportunities for premarital
by current visitation policy.
sex. Stover said Dickson feels
Cage claims, however, that this
this may lead to emotional and
survey was written in such a
psychological problems for
negative manner that it seemeif
those who engage in it, and that
residenfs could only state
this college has amoral heritage
inconveniences the policy may
to uphold as well. He said
have caused them. T h e survey
Dickson also feels residents’
results showed under
l()
rights to his room and studies
percent of all residents, about
may be infringed upon by a
130 people, felt visitation had
roommate’s guests.
disrupted their study habits.
C ig e , argues that the

and three percent felt their
roommate’s sexual activities or
visitors have caused them any
d is co m fo rt, p erso n al, or
academic problems.
On Dec. 8 the committee
in v ited R ab bi S c h n itz e r,
affiliated with the Jewish
Student Union, ' Bob Van
Derhoff, lay minister at the
X e w m a n H o u se, S us a n
I reiblc, director of the Dropin-Center-, and Bob Price,
director o f Heretics Anony
mous to- discuss problems
related to the current visitation
policy students nrav have
revealed to them. All four
stated they have heard no or'
few complaints related to
visitation. Van Derhoff added
th a t a lth o u g h th e few
complaints he received were
intense, he felt if the current
policy was better publicized it
would be feasible to him.
O ff Deg. 15 the committee
held an open meeting for the
s tu d e n t b o d y m em b e rs
w ishing to express their
opinions. T w o students.-,were
present.
At its lasrmeeting.Jam 2, the
committee reviewed the results
of its student survey and then
went into delilieration on the
reco m m en d at io n s w h ich
would be given to Armstrong.
However, Stover moved for all
noncommittee . members' to
leave while the recommenda
tions were drawn tip, so there
w o u 1d b e n o o u ts id e
interference in the process.
This motion was protested by
Karen Dalton, SC ¡A vice

Bohn Hall is one o t the five dorms that could be affected
by possible changes in the dorm visitation policies.
president and secretary of the
committee, on the grounds that
the outcome is o f concern to all
residents. Stover then decided
the process of drawing up
recommendations would be
open to outsiders, but they
would onlv be able to observe
and hold rheir rheir comments
until the committee made its
final decision. T h e meeting
ended with the decision to

begin drawing'up recommend
ations at the next meeting, heb9.
I here is no definite wort! as
to what recommendations will
be made by the committee,
however, it was pointed out at
one meeting that before 1970
the only time dormitory
visiting was permitted was 2
pm to 4 pm on Sunday.

Troopers picket Degnati's forum
by Dennis Bloshuk

ex.pensc for the state,” 50 state
troopers from different parts of
N J, were protesting that they
had nor received a raise for over
18 months.
“ We are here only to
emphasize to the attorney
general the need for a fair and

photo by David Yannacci

John Degnan, NJ. state
attorney general, held a public
meeting on rising crime last
night in Memorial Audito
rium. Outside 50 NJ state
troopers picketed in protest o f

what they consider the low pay
scale thev receive compared to
that o f m unicipal police
officers..
Carrying picket signs saying
“Support your state police, so
we can support our families,”
and “ First in defense and last in

State police officers demonstrating outside Memorial Auditorium in protest against State
Attorney General Degnan's propsal to have them patrol urban high crime areas.

equitable contract,” Robert F.
C o rc o ra n , co rre sp o n d in g
s e c r e ta r y fo r th e S t a t e
Troopers Fraternal Associa
tion, said. He added that the
tro o p ers on ly w anted a
contract with enough money
that would bring them on a
level parallel to the money
received by most local police
officers.
A report entitled “ An
.Institutional Response to the
Rising ('rim e Rate in N J,” was
Submitted at the request o f NJ
C ov. Brendan T . Byrne, to
help lower the spiraling crime
rate in the state. T h e report was written by Degnan, Fdwin H.
Stier, director of the division of
criminal justice, and Col.
Clinton U. Pagano, superin
tendent of the NJ state police.
Inside Memorial Audito
rium, a crowd of approximate
ly 75 people listened to brief
statements about the report by
Degnan, Stier, Pagano, and NJ
state senator Frank X. Craves
(D-Passaic). Craves also has a
bill before the NJ state

legislature (Bill S - 1625) that
will provide additional police
services to certain municipali
ties. Six of the municipalities
which may receive additional
police services, according to
the report,' are: Newark, Jersey
City,
Paterson,
Flizabeth,
Trenton, and Camden.
The report submitted by
Degnan, Stier, and Pagano has
been divided into two parts:
Improving Police Services, and
Improving the Criminal Justice
Process. Fach part is then
subdivided into areas o f
concern. Part one (police
services) is broken down into
uniform standards, funding
alternatives, and complemen
ting local resources through
state services, while part tw o is
broken down into- career
"crim in als, specd v tria ls,
victims - witnesses, the medical
exam iner system , private
security, crime prevention, \
s e n t e n c in g and p a r o le ,
c o rre c tio n s , and ju v e n ile

cont. on p. 2
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SGA
president
arrested
U N IO N , K eb.' 2 - T w o
Kean College (Kean) students,
one o f whom is the president of
the student body, were arrested
on Su n d ay . T h e y w ere
charged with stealing $100
worth o f “ foodstuff ’ from the
college cafeteria.
According to the Elizabeth
Daily journal, Student Council
president, James Coholan and
D ave * Sengh, w ere both
arrested ancl charged with
possession o f stolen property,
theft, and burglary after they
allegedly burglarized Down’s
Hall, a college facility used for
catering campus events and
receptions. Police also said that
they had been watching the
suspects for an undisclosed
length of time.
The two have been accused
of stealing vegetables and
frozen meats. Bail has been set

at $10,000 for each suspect.
According to Bruce Sidwell,
e d i t o r - i n - c h i e f fo t h e
Independent, Kean’s student
newspaper, there has been talk
about impeaching Coholan at
this time by the student body
and its executive board.

Cuisine
sued by
students
T R E N T O N , Feb. 2 T renton State College (T SC )
student was awarded a $210
settlement against Cuisine
Ltd., I S C ’s food service, for
minimum wage law violations,
according to G w yn Jones,
editor-in-chief o f the Signal,
I SC ’s student newspaper.
T he student, who nleda.su it
in small claims court, said that
while he was working for
Cuisine, he was being paid
brfow the minimum wage and
g e ttin g free meals from
C uisine,' which they said,’

;lped to make up for the
dencit.
T he stu d e n t c la im e d ,
however, that since he had
already paid for his meal ticket,
the “ free meals” he was getting
from Cuisine, were not free,
and therefore he was being paid
under the legal minimum wage.
As a result fo the successful
suit by the ESC student against
Cuisine Ltd., two more T SC
students have filed a class
action suit against Cuisine
between 1976-1980.
T he suit is asking Cuisine for
reim b u rsem en t for th o se
students who worked for less
than minimum wage and
received “free meals” after they
alreadyhad paid for their meal
tickets.

Faculty
opposes
grading*
I REN EO N , Eeb. 2 Student evaluations, put out by
Trenton State College’s ( ESC')
SG A , may be dropped because

o f o p p o sitio n from the
college’s faculty.
T h e evaluations weremailed
to students over the winter
break and co n tain ed 16
questions about the teacher’s
ability, attitude towards the
course, etc.
According to Bill Fellows,

news editor for the Signal,
I S C ’ s n e w s p a p e r , th e
evaluations have been at the
college since spring 1979 and
cost between $13 ,0 0 0 to
$15,000, which came from
student activities fees.
-news' canpiled by Dennis Bloslnik _

Troopers picket
cont. from p. 1
justice.
“ We have no argument with
what the attorney general
wants us to do,” Corcoran said,
“all we arc asking is for a -fair
salary for the extra work.” He
also said that the average
starring salary for a NJ state
trooper is $14,900 and that it
takes them seven years before
thev reach the top trooper
salary o f $19,900.
A n o th e r tro o p e r, who
wished to be known as
“Detective' a , ”
was also
disgruntled- by the low pay
they received. “ I opened up my
W-2 form the other day,” he
said, ...“and I was disgusted
because I only earned $19,742

and I can’t get a second job
because 1 don’t know what my
hours will be here.”
T h e detective, who just got
finished working undercover
as a hitman for the Mafia, said
that he knew a guy who was
only working for two years as
a Port Authority-policeman at
Newark Airport and was still
receiving more money- after
those two years than a state
trooper who worked forseyen
received.
When asked why he worked
for the N J state police, the
detective said, “ Because I care
about the people and also
liecause it’s the thing I’m most
proud, o f.”

L ife U n io n H o a rd

presents

*Refunded in quarters or coupon for buffet,
upon arrival at Casino

“Refreshments” served

Tickets on sale in the,
Student Center Lobby on
Feb . 5 , 1 0 , 1 1 ,1 2 i
fro m 1 0 a m 2pm '
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President follows through
without that,” Cige said.
Karen Dalton, SG A vice
president, gives Cige high
marks, “Although I’ve had my
professional differences with
him, I have found Brian to be a
very dedicated, hard working
president, who has an uncanny
ability to get along with the
administration while
preserving and furth erin g
student interests,” Dalton said.
“ I admire him,” she added.
Andy
McCormick, vice
president for academic affairs,
seems surprised at Cige’s'
success. “Quite frankly, I’ve

by Meryl Yourish
Brian Cige has just begun his
second semester as SG A
president, and, he has proven
that he did not run for office,
just to fill his resume.
T h e senior political science
major is extremely proud o f his
administration. “ In my four
years at M SC I’ve never seen a
m o re p r o d u c tiv e S G A .
Understanding and coopera
tion have been the two strong
points.”
All o f his campaign promises
have either been filled, or are in
the process of being completed.
He eliminated late registration
fees, got the Rathskeller to roll
back prices last semester, and
convinced housing to offer
rooms during the winter
session (although not enough
students signed up for it).
Steve Dempsey, the attorney
general of C ige’s cabinet, is
working on formulating a
student grievance board and
getting more direct student
input on faculty hiring and
firing. O ff campus students
w ill be able to o b ta in
membership in the f ederation,
a coordinating council of all the
dorms concerned with student
life, in a few weeks, and a
pamphlet listing the available
scholarships will also be
available this semester.
C ig e c o n s id e r s t h e
“credibility and respect the
SG A has with the students and
the a d m in is tra tio n ,’ ’ his
g rea test a cco m p lish m en t.
“None o f the other things
would have been possible

been amazed at the transition
Brian’s made from last year to
this year,” he said. “ As the
representative to the board of
trustees, Brian didn’t seem to
command the respect that he
has this year. I think the strike
had a lot to do with it. He
realized the true, meaning
behind the posi t i on of
president,” McCormick said.
Beth M cNcilly, president o f
the Council on International
and National Affairs (C IN A ),
does not approve o f C ige’s
handling of the ("lass I
Organizations. “ I see Brian as

try in g to break up the
autonomy of the Class I
O r g a n i z a t i o n s , ” she
commented. “T h e SG A is not
supposed to dictate Class I
programing,” she added.
M cN eill y , a senior
communication sciences and
d is o rd e rs ma j o r , and a
legislator for two years, thinks
‘.He’s got a good administra
tion. He"s pretty open with the
legislature, and his objectivity
is refreshing when dealing with
sensitive political issues.”
“ I feel successful in having
made the students aware that
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Brian Cige, S G A president, on his way to Trenton
to participate in the TAG protest.

Cige delivering a speech on
S G A day.

m o s t of t h e s t u d e n t
organizations are funded by
the S G A ,” Cige said.
“T h e SG A has been a lot
more responsive to the needs of
the students, while at the same
time I’d say conscious o f fiscal
constraints and the problems
inherent in dealing with
co n flictin g in terests,” he
added.
“ I think the besrrhing about
his administration is that he’s a
good administrator,” Sonjui
Lai , d ire cto r o f publ i c
relations, commented. “ Any
pro Hem that comes up is being
w orked on either by a
^com m ittee or a cab in et
member, and it is followed
"through.”
“One o f the keys to my
success is having been able to
delegate responsibilities
effectively to people who are
responsible enough to handle
them well,” Cige said.
Looking back, Cige would
have liked to change at least one
major issue. “ I would have
handled the Chi Alpha issue
differently and not let it get out
of hand as much as it did. I
think we should have sat down
in one room with the people
involved and talked it our
reasonably,” he said.
Looking ahead, he thinks
that the major issue
confronting the students this
semester will be inflation. “ I
think rhetoughesrthingforthc
students is going to be dealing
with the inevitable increase of
Rat prices, M SC fees, and the
need for an increase in SGA
fees,” he Said,

Cige appointed to com m ittee
by Mary Ann D 'U rso
Brian Cige, SG A president,
has been selected by the Middle
States Association to be part o f
a 12 person committee to
appraise Middle States’ criteria
for evaluating schools.
M i d d l e S t a t e s is an
organization- which accredits
high schools and colleges in the
N Y , N J, Pennsylvania,
Delaware, Maryland, Wash
ington D C , Puerto Rico,
Virgin Islands, and the Canal
Zone, Cige said.
Every 10 years these high
schools and colleges are
evaluated by Middle States,
Cige said. “Without accredita
tion by Middle States, the
degree of an institution is
worthless,” he added.
Every four years Middle
State does a selfevaluation,
Cige said. “ I have been chosen
to be one of two students on a
committee which will evaluate
the characteristics o f excellence
regarding higher education.
T h e characteristics of
excellence is the basis for which
Middle States evaluates other
schools for accreditation,”
Cige said.
Cige said Middle States is
o n e o f s ix n o n p r o f i t
organizations throughout the

country which maintain the
educational standards o f the
nation.
Middle States evaluates some
400 colleges and universities
and 1,600 high schools, Cige
said.
Last spring C ig e was
selected by the office of the
dean o f student affairs to be a
team member in evaluating a
peer college, East Stroudsburg
State College, PA. T h e teams
go in to the school and evaluate
it according to Middle States’
criterion."
Phis semester, Cige will be
on the 12 person committee
which will evaluate Policies and
Procedures, the publication put
out by Middle States, he said.
T hey will review the sections
in the book on the various areas
they have been assigned to.
T h e people on the 12 person
committee include two student
representatives, administrators
of other colleges, and some
individuals representing public
interests, Cige said.
Cige will be going to
Philadelphia Friday to present
his critique on the three areas of
his involvement: admissions
and student services, board of
t r u s t e e s , and c o l l e g i a t e
¡jthleti.es.

C ig e ’s c o mmi t t e e will
present its critique o f Policies
and Procedures to the committee
on higher education. T h e
committee on higher education
will t hen p resen t t he s e
suggestions at a convention o f
delegates from the different
Middle States schools.
T h e c o n v e n t i o n has
tentatively been scheduled for

April 2 Î, 22, and 23 in
Philadelphia, PA , Pittsburgh,
PA, and Rochester, N Y .
On May 22 the original 12
person committee will meet to
a s s i mi l a t e t he f e e db a c k
received at the three day
convention. It will submit its
information to the committee
on higher education, which, if
approved, will include it in

Policies and Procedures.
Cige said, “ It’s a great honor
for me personally to participate
on the specific committee for
Middle States and to represent
M SC on a larger scale. I think
it’s important for stu dents to be
part o f such evaluations. We
p r o v i d e an i m p o r t a n t
erspectivc that should be
eard.”

VP resigns post to teach
Dr. Irwin H. Gawley, vice
resident for academic affairs,
as announced his intention to
retire from his current position
to return to teaching in the
chemistry department.
According to Dr. David
W .D. Dickson, M SC presi
dent, Gawley will remain vice
president of academic affairs
until Feb. I, 1982. At that time
he will go on sabbatical for the
remaining semester of the
1981-82 academic year. After
this break, Gawley will then
return to teaching in the fall of
1982.
Gawley stated that he has
worked in administrati ve
positions for the last 12 years
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and now feels he would like to
go back to teaching.. Gawley
also said that he is looking
forward to having more time to
hi ms el f and havi ng his
summers free as a professor.
In a memo to the college
community announcing
Gaw ley’s decision, Dickson
stared that it was with deep
reg ret t hat he accep ted
Gawley\s resignation, but that
he lotSks forward to his return
to the chemistry department.
Dickson went on to praise
Gawley as “wise, patient,
judicious, fair and absolutely
devoted to maintaining and
i mpr o v i n g t he academi c
quality of the college.”
s

Gawley is a graduate of
M SC ’s class of 1949. He has
served as the vice president of
academic affairs since 1973,
and served his entire collegiate
teaching and administrative
career at AISC.
According to Dickson, the
administration has begun the
process
of" f i n d i n g a
replacem ent for G aw ley .
Advertisements and notices of
the opening have been sent out,
and a committee composed
mainly o f M SC faculty, will be
formed to assist Dickson in
choosing an ideal successor out
of-the applicants. &
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N ew Y o rk hails h o stag es
(right) Former hostage Barry Rosen waves jubilantly to the
crowd gathered to give 22 of thè fteed Americans a
rousing welcome home. Rosen, Brooklyn resident,
received an especially warm welcome from the hometown
crowd.

(below) Moorehead Kennedy is presented with the key to the city at last Friday's Ceremony.
The other former hostages also received keys from Mayor Edward Koch.

photos by Phil Lanoue

(above) Age was not a factor, as can be seen in this young
spectator, whose sign spells out w hatw e'vew aitedforthose
44 4 days.
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by Karen Meyer
The
Montclair Athletic
Commission (M A C ) voted to
dissolve itself as a corporate
entity, it .was announced at last
night’s SG A meeting.
M A C dissolved as a result of
the attorney general’s opinion
declaring corporations on state
c ol l ege campuses illegal.
M A C, which consists ofseven
students and eight nonstu
dents, and is-responsible for
varsity athletics,, has now

by Peter Prichard
This biweekly column will ’
c ont i nue t h r o u g h o u t t he
semester and emphasis will
continué to be placed on
discussing ways that students
can rèlate effectively in the
working world. A second
p u r p o s e is t o p r o v i d e
information on seminars, jobs,

become a part of the college,
functioning as an advisory
board.
In his president’s report,
Brian Cige, SG A president,
said Edward Martin, associate
dean of students, is currently
revising M SG’s„ disciplinary
code. T h e new code would
encompass such things as
drinking, narcotics, assaults,
firearms, privacy, misconduct,
dangerous weapons, search and
due process, and off campus
entanglements.

Federation, the organization
which arranges social events
’for on campus students,
reported that it has brought up
the possibility o f having
honorary memberships for off
campus students. T h e parties
and oth er funptions that
federation sponsors would
then be open to commuters and
off campus students. T h e fee
would probably be the same as
it is for on campus students. A
move would also be made to
get an off campus representa
tive on the federation board.
Cige reported that N J G o v.i

irendan Byrne passed a bill on
Dec. 18, 1980 declaring hazing
a criminal offense. Offenders
can be fined up to S 1,000 and
serve up to six months in jail.
K en B r o w n , st ude nt
representative to the board of
trustees, gave a report on a
presentation made by the
Valandine system. Valandine
is a company which provides
hard and software machinery
to food services, such as the
meal ticket readers. Valan'dihe
offers a system which, if put
into effect, wouldsetupapoinr
system for purchase o f food.
For example, students would

individuals, and organizations
at M SC and elsewhere that
might prove useful to students
who are dealing with career
and job related problems and
questions._ _
A priority will be placed on
pr o vi di ng useful, do wn toearth inform ation. T h e
attached box, for example, will'

list seminars and parttime and
fulltime jobs that are available
through the Career Services
Office dn Life Hall. This
column wilt also serve as a
clearinghouse for information
on career jelated programs and
services that are being offered
on campus. Any department,
office, or student group that is

offering such a program is
personality relates to different
asked to submit program
majors and careers.
information to my attention at
If your goal is to have a job
Career Services by Wednesday
by June, you might want to
of the week before the column
join the / Really Want to Find a
will appear.
Job group. This offering is
There are a number of
intended for students who are
programs and activities which
seriously looking for a fulltime
will be offered by Career
or summer job. It will meet at
Services within the next few
i nt erval s whi c h will be
weeks, which are designed to
determ ined at the initial
help students better understand
meeting. Information on these
what they can do with acollege
and other seminars is available
degree. Exploring Careers: What
in the attached box and a
A re Your Options? is a four
complete listings o f seminars is
week group experience which
available in Career Services.
is designee! for students who
Students who are interested in
don’t hav-e a definite career
either of the above mentioned
goal. Participants will take part
seminars, but who cannot come
in different group exercises
at the times indicated can leave,
which will Jielp them to
their name and available times
unde rs ta nd how their
with Career Services.
JO B L IS T IN G S A N D C A R E E R S E M I N A R S
(A more complete listing o f spring seminars and current job
listings is available in Career Services, Life Hall)
C A R E E R SE M IN A R S
Resume Writing
2 pm
Thur., F eb. 5 .................................................................
1 pm
Wed., Feb. 18 . . .............................................................
Interviewing I (Techniques)
Mon., Feb. 9 ___ i ................................................................... 2 pm
Interviewing II (Practice)
Wed., Feb. 1 1 ......................................................................... 11 am
(Prerequisite: Interviewing I)
Interviewing III (Videotaped “Mock Interview”)
T u e., Feb. 17 . . . ................ ........................................ 9 am-noon
(Prerequisite: Interviewing I & II. Participants choose a one
hour interview slot within the three hour segment)
T he fob Hunt
Fj-i., Feb. 13 ...........................................................................10 am
Finding burner fobs
2 pm
d ue., Feb. 10 ...........................................................
Exploring Careers: What A re Your Options?
Wed., F eb. 18, 25, March 4, 11 ............... .......... 10 am-noon
(Interested students must preregister in Career Services and
take part in all four group meetings)
The I Really Want to Find a Job group
Initial Meeting for group 1, d ue., F'eb. 1 0 ----- 10 am- 11 am
Initial Meeting for group 2, Th u r., F'eb. 1 9 ............. 2-3 pm
(These groups will meet on an ongoing basis at intervals which
will be determined at the initial meeting)
,
JO B L IS T IN G S
Fulltime
Accountant—accounting degree—listetfjan. 19—Elizabeth-1314K.
Data technician—any major—listed Jan. 21—Berkeley Heights1L 2 K
Personnel assistant—bilingual or any major—listed Jan. 2912.7K —North Bergen.
Sales representative—any major—listed Jan. 29—15.6K plus
commission—Green Pond, N j
Intake interviewers—psychology or sociology, health or
related majors or some experience—listed Jan. 29—$7.88 an
hour—Paterson.
Parttime
Lab technician—chemistry or biology—listed Jan. 23—$5-6 an
hour—Belleville/Nutley
Gymnastics instructor—knowledge o f gymnastics—listed Jan.
27—$4.10 an hour—Upper Montclair
Dental assistant—allied health major or interest—listed Jan. 28negotiable—L’yndhurst
Italian tutor—listed Jan 27—$7.50 an hour—Carlstadt
Draftsperson—some experience—listed Jan .26—$4 an hourLyndhurst'

jTUDhNTTALUMMPROJECT GRANTS
[The .Montclair State College Alumni
Association is again offering project
’grants to MSC students and alum nf
|All proposals m ust'be submitted by
|March I d 981. Application-forms-can
ibe obtained at the Alumni House. For
•her information contact the Alumni |
¡Office"at 893-4141.
*''*

■
*■
''

$■
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d ep osit $ 5 0 0 in credit.
Every time they purchased a
m’eal t h e i t e ms p r i c e d
separately would be tabulate
and ded u cted from the
student’s account. The idea is
that students pay only for what
they consume. Students on the
current meal plan arc not only
paying for what they eat, but
also what is left unconsumcd.
T h e system would give the
food services incentive to
prepare better food. It would
cut down on the amount of
food thrown away, which
currently amounts to about
600 pounds per day.-

PLEDGE
M

>

0

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

i

The S ervice F r a te r n ity
W ith The Social T w ist
CHECK

USOUT!!!—LIFE HALL LOBBY

9AM-3PM

744-9449

Alpha Phi Omega Is A Class Four Organization of Your SGA
"Students Serving Students"

MO
ALPHA PHI OMEGA

USED BOOKSTORE
"WgUMakeYouSSm
Taking B ooks ‘til

T om orrow February 6th

HURRY!!!

LIFE H A LL L O B B Y 9 A M -3 P M
Alpha Phi Omega Is A Class Four Organization of Your SGA
"Students Serving Students"

i
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It is your
decision
We have all been taught that our college years are years of learn
ing and growing. As young adults, we are given a larger share of
responsiblities than we have had in the past. We are faced with
choices that we have never had before. The way we handle the
responsiblities and meet the choices is part of the learning process.
It would be wrong of the Housing Visitation Policy Review
comqmittee to impose restrictions on the number and frequency
of visitors to the dormitories. M SC President David W.D.
Dickson has said that visitation should be restricted because he is
concerned about prc-marital relations'and the moral obligation
the College has to its students. Members of the committee are
concerned that visitation may disrupt the study habits of less
social-minded residents'.
A survey o f dorm students taken near final exam time in
December showed that only 9% felt that their stiidy habits were
upset by roommates’ social lives. About 3% were reported
distress about their roommates’ sex lives.'Such a small percentage
complained! While we would like to please everybody, this is
never possible. We feel it is important to respect the wishes o f the
obvious majority and keep the policy of unlimited daytime
visitation with the consent of both roommates, and three
consecutive nights of overnight visitation, again with thcconscnt
of both roommates. The most important clause-in the present
policy states that students have th e right to refuse their
roommates’ requests for visitors at any time.
For those students that feel uncomfortable with a new
indépendant life and some of the moral choices facing them, the
Committee would be doing them a greater service in setting up
educational discussion forums. We can’t turn thc clock back and
ignore the complicated moral issues facing students today, but we
can face up to them realistically and educate them about the many
choices they have.
T h e students should have the opportunity to make their own
choices based on their beliefs and upbringings, instead o f the
College making the choices for them.

Thank

V': V ■■

On Second Thought/Meryl Yourish

Helping yourself is
the best protection
by Meryl Yourish
At the very end of last
semester, a woman was raped
on this campus. It is not the first
sexual ass u alt on t hese
grounds, nor, unfortunately,
can we hope it is the last.
What we. can hope for is that
M SC women may begin to
realize that it his campus is far
from being an armed fortressespecial ly at night.
It is all too simple to blame a
lack o f security on the campus
police,' but that is nor right.
They try as hard as they can,
within, the limits of a tight
budget, to protect us; but they
cannot do a thing if we don t
protect ourselves.

yoVP

T h e staff of T he Mont clarion would like to thank Dr. Irwin H,
Caw ley, vice president for academic1 affairs, for his service’
dedication, and hard work for M SC. We wish him the best o f luck in
all o f his future endeavors and look forward to seeing him in the
classroom.

TH E
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The: student who was
assaulted was practicing alone
in the Dance Studio in Life
Hall. How many times have
you been alone in an empty
building late at night, or
walked through a deserted
campus in the dark? Sure, you
get nervous, but after all, this is
MSC’! What could happen
here? Besides, there’s always
smeotie who could hear you if
you needed help, right?

thinking this is an exaggera
t i on, and you may be
right...but, 1 would rather be a
little paranoid than entirely
careless. There are a lot more
assaults on this campus than
you hear about. They are
covered up by those whose
duty it is to protect the
reputation of this campus.
Crime on campus is very bad
for publicity. The administra
tion doesn’t like it. The board
of trustees can’t bear reading
about it.
Like it or not, however, this
campus is not safe—especially
for those who arc careless. The
time has come for the women
of this school to be aware o f
these problems and to protect
themselves.
First o f all, never walk alone
at night; and be alert during the
daylight hours. Get a friend,
preferably male, to walk with
you to wherever you want to,,
go. "After 10:30 pm call the
campus police to escort you.

C om m uters, utilize the
shuttlebus. It runs until 10:20
pm. After that, again, use the
Wrong.
Escort Service.
It is time, the women o f this
If you think someone is '
campus realized that it is just-as • following you, pr you sec
dangerous to walk from
■something suspicious, go to the
Webster to Bohn Hall at 11 pm,
emergency call boxes or a
as it is to walk in downtown
campus phone and call campus
N Y C at 3 am. Perhaps you’re
police at 893- 4111. Don’t be

afraid of being mistaken—you
may be taking chances with
vour own safety. This is not to
say, however, that you should
abuse the call boxes.
Keep your keys out and
ready when going to vour car.
Your keys can become a
weapon, too. Place one or more
keys between each o f your
fingers, pointing out, and hold
the ring firmly in your ftst.
Check your car seats before
entering for anyone who may
be hiding there.
Lock your car doors when
you are inside, and keep the
windows rolled up. Don’t pick
up an y h i t c h h i k e r s or
strangers, no matter how
friendly they seem.
Follow these rules, and learn
more to protect yourself. Any
police station would be glad to
help you learn to keep yourself
safe.
Al s o, l ook for saf et y
awareness seminars in the
yveeks to come. T h e SGA^-is
extremely upset with what has
happened last semester, and
will be contacting several
organizations to help teach us
about safety.
And be alert. It’s for youT
own good.
Meryl Yourish is the associate
editor o f T he Mont clarion.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
m p /T
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Karali knocked as reviewer
To the editor:
Phillip V. Karali, budding ace
reviewer, was assigned to write up the
movie 9 to 5. He rubbed his hands,
together in glee, and collected his
money for the soda pop and popcorn he
needed to do his masterpiece. “Oh,
yum!” he exclaimed, “ I already have
the headline,” he said, glomming a
icture of Dolly Parton.'Dolly’s first a
usC he wrote, cracking open his clean
new notepad, snickering at his own
cleverness.
He didn’t get to sneak into the movie
first, as any proper reviewer could, to
take his 10th row, 10th seat position;
“ But no matter,” he said to himself,
“ I’m creative, I’ll work off the poster
here instead. Three women,” he noted,
“are the leads in the movie. Oh joy!
Now I can make my literary allusions.
What else bur my favorite? Three
Musketeers!” he exclaimed aloud. With
that he was handed.his candy bar. They
made him pay for it. “But no problem,
some day, if I keep this up,” he assured
himself, “they’ll give me these free as
promos.”
He raced through his popcorn and
missed most o f the dialog because of all
the crunching in his head. And when
Dolly came on screen he couldn’t take
his eyes off her breasts, red-blooded
American boy that Phillip is, and so he
missed the other well placed visual
imagery. ^
He heard the churning o f the Xerox
machine and couldn’t help but stop
crunching to listen. T h e sound of that
machine was so reminiscent of the
crunching in his head that he was
enamored of it. So he made note of the
machine. N o sooner had he written the
word “machine” that in a flash of
insight he remembered the phrase “man
vs m achine c o n flic t” from his
“ Introduction to Sociology” course.
“O h,” he said to himself, “ I can almost
see myself on T V , having grown a
handle-bar mustache, getting to make
the little numbers appear on the screen
above my head. Numbers that I get to
pick. Numbers,” he thought to himself,
“ah, yes, aren’t there numbers in the
title of this movie?” And he looked

E

down in his paper and found 9 fo 5 as it
had been written by his assignment
editor. And he worked on making his
numerical ratings.
He was interrupted by the sound of
people laughing around him and
remembered that he and his friends used
to sit around watching The Three
Stooges as a kid, laughing. “That"was
slapstick,” he recalled, “so this must be
slapstick, too,” he deduced. “And of
course,” he realized in a flash, “three
women, three stooges; great!” Thus,
pleased with“1himself, he went to the

little boys’ room.
. When he came back he noticed that
the- boss, Mr. Harr, was having a bad
time of it and that the secretaries were"
creating a joyful, productive, warm
business in the old F. Hart’s (as Lilly
would put it) absence. But sensitivesoul
that Phillip is, his heart only went our in
empathy to the man suspended in
midair, his feet our of touch with the
ground.
1 would like to use Phillip’s very own
well-worn jargon to describe his
review, phrases such as “nasty.

egotistical, chauvinistic;” I would like
to say that his review “was amateurish
and a sad attempt at a cheap laugh.” But
I will resist, for I, unlike Phillip, will
have a Hart, nor be one. “(let the
allusion, Phillip, or did you miss that
part too?”
Debbie Johnson jyhere arc you when
we need you?
Susanna Lippoczy
ahrnna

Cige seeks the cure
for off campus blues
To the editor:
T o be sure, Nora De Palma’s ‘On the Rampage’ in the Jan.
29 edition o f The Montclarion is absurd.
M y immediate reaction is that as president o f M SC ’s SG A, I
am responsible for “ignoring” 1,4(J0 undergraduatesthat live
off campus, and should in my capacity, defend the work I, and
my fellow democratically elected, voluntarily involved, and
for the most part undercompensated for rime and effort
(excepting the selfsatisfaction o f accomplishment) officers and
legislators have dedicated to their peers.
Instead of needlessly repeating in this limited space the
multitude of student services available,' and organizational
programs offered to all M SC students (including our 1,400), I
will comment here on the content of and intent behind this
particular rampage.
I think that a managing editor has both, a responsibility to
the student body that depends on its excellent weekly
newspaper, and to that paper itself.
Responsibility, however, is an issue worth writing about in
the limited space afforded me. As an urfibrella term,
responsibility includes the use o f researched information, not
emotional hysteria.
If tenant problems arise, excellent counsel for legal advice is
readily available every Wednesday (contact the SG A office if
interested at 893-4202).
Further, Marty Cannon, as the director of off campus affairs,
’ has a difficult task in putting together an effective, working
committee.

In my experience, the most productive way to resolve a
roblem, even if not making the most interesting copy, is with
elpful suggestions that are personally expressed, not
unsupportive comments indirectly conveyed.
In September I did initiate for discussion, between the
Residence Hall Federation and the director of housing, the
possibility o f voluntary membership for off campus students in
the Federation, so that participation in dormitory functions
could be made possible for those, unfortunately,without on
campus housing and its respective advantages. It it to become a
reality in the next fetf weeks. (Just to name one of a number of
such efforts.)
“ ...How dull it is to sit in s third floor apartment and do
nothing but wonder what dorm students are doing now ...,”
was particularly irritating to me. A personal lack of motivation
is not at issue here, the credibility of the SG A is.
In closing, she wrote, “There are 1,400 students telling you
that off campus does not mean o ff limits.” My reaction here
stems from the perception that the “you” referred to above, is
me (if not personally, then administratively).
I make every effort to uphold the trust vested me with
election. I am more than anxious to address the consistent
issues as well as individual circumstances. Accordingly, Ffeel
justified in reacting; silence is approval. For a final thought...as
the addage goes... “I f you’re not part of the cure, you’re part of
the problem.’-’ If nothing more, I feel that I am part ofthecurc.
4

Students speak
“ Not at all, by the time a
person gets to college he should
nave enough responsibility to
s e pa r a t e s t u d y i n g f r om
partying. If a student has his
priorities'straight, guests in the
room should not cause a
disturbance.”
Adrian Stiengart
m arketing/1991,

“ No , not at all. I t ’s
important to have a guest for
students who live far away
from campus. As long as an
understanding is met by the
roommates, it is good to have
the convenience o f overnight
guests.”
Dotma Sogliuzzo
undeclared 19,94

Brian Cige
SG A president

“Does the presence o f overnight guests in your domitory
interfere with your study habits? ”

“No, because if I had some
important studying to do I
wouldn’t have a guest. My
roommate and I have a mutual
understanding and respect for
each others privacy.”
Winnie Lloyd
fanily child study 19X2

“ No, a lor o f times I like to
have an overnight guest to help
me study. Also it’s a good way
to meet new people. I see it as
an asset not a problem.”
Brian Hurley
business adninistration / 19X4

“ No, as long as the students
don’t do it repeatedly I don’t
think it’s a problem. It should
be up to the individual
roommates to work it our.”
Mark / eanette
E nglish' 19X4

“ I don’t think it creates a
problem as long as the students
don’t abuse tne privilege. I
think a good idea for future
housing would lie to have guest
rooms in each dorm.”
Dina Sibilia
constmer affairs/ 19X3

by Jim Sexton
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Plus system for grading

New system could help us all
by Matt Ward
By the end ot •this semester the
following scenario will once again
surface. Let’s call one student Jo
the other Jill. Both are taking the same
history course and though Jo e has an
89.5 average and Jill an 80.5 average,
they will both receive the same grade
for the course; “B ? ’
In Jo e ’s case, he doesn’t have enough
points to push him over the top to merit
an “ A ,’r so the professor is forced to
give him a “ B ,” even though Jo e has
done somewhat better than “B ’ work.
In Jill’s case, though she averages nine
points less than Joe, she nevertheless
will receive the same grade.
What t he f o l l o wi n g scen ario
illustrates is the failure o f the grading
system here at M SC to accurately assess
what a student has contributed, and
thereby give a grade which measures his
or her efforts fairly.
How many times has the above
scenario happened? Plenty. T o o many
students have come awfully close to a
higher grade, but weren t given it
because they fell short of the cut-off
determined by the professor. I, for one,
am not arguing for professors to bend
over backwards when awarding grades
because students should only receive
what they have earned and what is fair.
It is not only apparent, but
imperative that M SC adopt a ,plus
system for grading purposes. In this
svstem, if a student, such as in the case*

of Jo e, were to have an average of 89.5,
he would be awarded a “B plus.” In
actual terms, Jo e would receive a 3.50
'grade point ratio recorded on his
transcript. The system would also
allow for a “C plu s” and “ D plus” with
a ( ¡P R of 2.50 and 1.50, respectively.
What a plus system does is determine
more accurately what a student has
done in class. Contrary to what some
professors and administrators might
think, a plus system would not inflate
grades. If anything; it would probably
allow professors the opportunity to
have a grading system that would be
more responsive in assessing a student’s
performance.
And contrary to what students may
think it does not lower grades but
allows for a better assessment of a
student’s work. It enables the grading
system to be somewhat more specific
and eliminate the already too great
amount of flexibility and latitude that ■
exists. F o f the most part the plus system ,
would do more good than harm.
During the course of the semester a
professor may findhimsclfin asituation
where there are a number o f students at
the cut-off to a higher grade. Some
professprs out of sympathy or kindness
will simply give them the higher grade,
when in many cases they do not merit it.
In actuality this is not fair to those
students who have solid averages
without the assistance o f a professor’s
kindness.
And as is sometimes the case,

Tor faculty it should allow a means
available to assess students more
accurately without havingto giveout a
grade which does not measure a
student’s work fairly.
In real terms, a middle o f the road
solution is available, and other schools
in the area, notably Fairleigh Dickinson
University, already has a system
implemented. As a student I do not want to be
handed anything when it comes to
grades, yet I want my work to be
assessed accurately and rewarded
accordingly. Thereby a plus system
could achieve these desired results, and
in the final analysis be a plus to both
faculty and students.

students may find themselves in a class
where a professor will not give them the
higher grade and, a^ a result, they
receive a grade that docs not reward
them sufficiently for their work. In
Jo e ’s case, he gets the same grade as Jill.
Is that fair for Joe? O f course not.
Though someone in the case o f Jo e
may not like to receive a “ B plus,” I’d
take the “ B plus” instead o f having to
settle for a “B .” As with many students
in Jo e ’s position, they do not merit an
“A ” when their average falls below the
cut-off set by a prolessOr. However,
though an “A ” can’t be given, some
sort of equitable compensation should
be given. And that’s where the plus
system falls in.
It would allow both faculty and
students a system which all parties
could benefit by. For students it would
mean a fair appraisal of their work, and

Matt Ward is a graduate political science
major.

A ll letters to the editor must be typed
double spaced, and no longer than one and a
half pages. Any letters that are longer w ill
be subject to editing. AJo anonynous letters
■will be printed. Send all letters to:
IM***»
Letters to the editor
T he Mont clarion
Fourth floor o f the Student Center
Upper Montclair, N J 07043

Tired of High Prices?

D*~AP0’S USED BOOKSTORE
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sell you BOOKS for less $
Life Hall Lobby
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
9:00 - 3:00
BOOKSTORE
Phone 893-5424

BOOKS FOR LESS MONEY!!!
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Jock
snaps over
\alentine
gift.

Find Out About

PH/ CH/ THETA
The only National Fraternity
at MSC with the

BETTE«
Cliffs Notes help busy
people...
• study more effectively.
• increase understanding of
novels, plays and poems.
• review quickly for exams.
Come in today! We have
more than 200 Cliffs Notes
titles to help improve your
grades and save time.

Available at:

Purpose o f Promoting
Women in Business
at our

Information Meetings4
on
Wednesday, Feb. 11, 9-11 AM.
Thursday, Feb.12, 9-12 PM.
in the

MSC Bookstore
Student Center- Building

Dear Ann:
Athletically I ’m an AllAmerican. Romantically
I’m a nerd. Tm in love
with a fox. But the com
petition is rough. What’ll I
give her for Valentine’s Day?
Nervously Yours,

Chicken Hunk
Dear Chicken:
Don’t punt. Send her
flowers. It’s probably the
best play you ever made.
And the easiest. Ju st jgo to
your nearest FTD Florist.
He has the perfect
Valentine gift. A beautiful '
bouquet that comes in a
special bud vase. Even
better, you can afford it.
Remember, when in
doubt, rely on the magic o f
flowers. It’s the only way a
chicken can catch a fox.
Good hunting.

Purple Conference Room
Fourth floor Student Center

Helping you say it right.
The FTD Valentine Bud Vase is
usually available for less than
$10.00. As an independent
businessman, each FTD Florist
sets his own prices. SSrvice
charges and delivery may be
additional, *198.1 Florists
Transworld Delivery.
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WILLIE NILES

S Tickets-Reserve Seating

4

ONLY $ 5 . STUDENTS
$>6.50 others

Tickets On Sale Everyday
In

The Student Center Lobby
" 11AM-3PM
includes hit single,"! Don’t Like Mondays" 8

Class One Concerts is a Class One Organization of Your SGA
"Students Serving Students"
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HUMAN RELATIONS ORGANIZATIONS
SPRING SEMESTER 1981
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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Feb. 16, 1981:
PRE-WEEKEND WORKSHOP*.’Mon'day at 8:00 P.M. ;
In the Student Center Meeting Rooms. Free.
Feb. 16-20, 1981:
REGISTRATION AND iNFORMATIONYoR THE SPRING
WEEKEND. In the Student Center Lobby. The cost
of the Weekend is $20.00 with an MSC I .D .

m

SPRING W E E K E N D ^ X ^ k ’M ê

feencl*'theme is L O V E .

^^rch 2 4 1 #1981#:
THE WEEKEND REUNION.* Yues<3ay*at 8:00 P .M.
In the Student Center Meeting Rooms . Free .
April 7¿1981:
PSYCHODRAMA. Tuesäay al 8:60 P.M. In student
Center Meeting Rooms . .75$ admission.
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REGULAR MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS :
Please check the HRO office on the fourth floor
of the Student Center for the time, and location
of the weekly membership meetings.
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LIKWID.THEATRE . Monday* at*8 :00 P .M. In the
Student Center Ballrooms A and B .
May 5, 1981:
WORKSHOP. Tuesday at 8:00 P.M. In the Student
Center Meeting Rooms . Topic to be announced.

The Human Relations Organization's primary concerns
are personal growth, self awareness, and understanding
other people through interpersonal communication skills
The communication skills that are learned are useful in
dealing with co-workers,* friends, and family. The club
can be extremely helpful to students in all majors, and
what is learned from it can be used for a lifetime.
Feel free to drop by the HRO office any time on the
fourth floor of the Student Center (right behind the elevator) .
The phone number is 893-4487. Membership is open to all
students, and we welcome new members at anytime. Just drop by! !
HRO is a Class One Organization of Your SGA of MSC .
"Students Serving Students"
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Between expensive cover
charges and exorbitant drink
prices, the average M SC
student may find the N Y club
scene out > of their financial
bracket. However, a five to 10
minute car journey will bring
this same student from the
campus to one of the emerging
rock clubs of NJ: O ne Step
Beyond.
Form rly the l owpath, One
Step Beyond features live rock
and new wave bands Thursday
through Saturday nights. Fora
cover of $5 per person you are
admitted to the large, barn-like
structure which houses four
bars and two dance floors.
As you enter, you can walk
past the dance floor and stage
into a larger room, with yet
another floor and an elevated
dance platform with massive
speakers built into it for the use
of the DJ. There is a ramp
which hugs the wall and brings
you to the second level. Along
with numerous chairs and
tables, this level overfboks both
dance floors and stages; and, if
you explore a little further,
near the larger of the two bars
on that level there is a room
with a pool table and a few
pinball machines.
Drinks are good, and only
$1.50, a price virtu ally unheard
of in NA G. Beer is also S I . 50,
except Heineken at $1.75. T he
only food served is Sabrctres
hotdogs.
T h e atmosphere is good bur
laid back. Rich Dluhy, a
marketing'management major
at M SC, and a barrendc. at OneStep Beyond, says “ It’s, more
intimate than the Meadowbrook, and has a lot of
potential.” Glen and Mike,
two of the bouncers, said the

crowd tends to be qn the
mellow side. Around 1 1:30 pm
the crowd picks up, and usually
the band comes out between
midnight and 12:30 pm.
Mo s t o f t he peopl e
interviewed had-- been to
various clubs in N Y .and NJ,
and they agreed that One Step
Beyond was one o f the better
clubs available for the new
wave crow d. A random
sampling o f opinion in the
men’s room gave an average of
seven on a scale of one to 10 in
overall quality.
Last Friday night The
Speedics played there, a band
with onesingleout and another
on it’s way, and having
headlined places such as
Hurrah’s, Irving'Plaza, and the
Rock Lounge. You could
never see that band in the city
for $5,andtherew crccvenrw o
for one passes distributed for
that night.
T h e sound system Was
powerful and clear. Lights
were professional, both over
the dance floor and on the
band. T h e crowd wasn’t
particularly lively, as Allen, the
drummer, said “NJ doesn’t
move.” However, this may be
due to the fact that people were
crowding up front to sec the
band.
This Thursday, T h e Act is
playing One Step Beyond, and
it’s also ladies’ night. T his^
weekend is the grand opening,
and they will feature an
“earlybird special” with all
drinks only $1 from 9 pm until
10 pm. So, if you want to check
out one of the up and coming
clubs in Northern N J, take 46
West to Browertown Rd, turn
left heading for Paterson, drive
about 30 seconds, pull into
O ne Step Beyond on your left,
and go nuts.

A night on

A stained glass picture Of a friar highlights warm atmosphere of the Touch of Glass

by Georgia Panagakos
T h e lights were dim and the
song. Hide Your Love Away,
filled the air. T h e crowd came
alive as they applauded and
sang along with the two man
band, who played and sang
tunes from famous artists such
as the Beatles, the Allman
Brothers, Loggins and Messina
and many more, including
some of their own hits. The
live entertainment for the night
was Alan LeBeouf; formerly
from the Stanky Brown Band,
and John Korba, a sure look
alike of Paul McCartney, who
recent l y came from the
Broadway hit Beatltncmia.
And if you thought these
two musicians were good
before, put together for this
o n e . night', t h e y w e r e
sensational.
A Touch of Glass brings to
you the best in country music
featuring live every Friday ancT
Saturday
night: bluegrass,
Southern rock, Western swing
and oldies on occasion. It has a
good d o w n -t o -e a r t h
atmosphere where one can feel
the friendliness o f the people
who gather there, the good
service and hear the good music
that plays all night, nonstop.

One of the regulars finds the computer game a
challenge.

A Touch o f Glass is
decorated to fit its theme,
“ d o w n - t o - e a r t h , ” and
“country/n estern.” And to
accommodate this rheme the
club is decorated in Western
furniture wi th US flags'
hanging around the place.
Pictures^cover the rest of the
place and the lights arc always
dimmed'very low and perfect,
for those who want to snuggle
close.
“ I'he club has been open
since O cto b er 19180,” Russel
Jones, the proud owner, and
your host s aid, adding, “ We are
now in the process of trying
out a new theme where we
hope to blend in Mexican food
along with the eounrry/Wcstern theme we already have,” he
said while he prepared food in
the kitchen.
“ T h e new t heme will
hopefully come alive sometime
next m onth as a grand
.opening,” Jones sajd. T h e
entertainment for the opening
night will be Tim Ryan, the
golden fiddler of the Marshall
Fucker Band.
A bar is located, at the
entrance o f the club for those
who want a drink. Thereis also
a dining area if you happen to
be in the mood for some good

food.
A T ouch of Glass is located
at 399 Lexington A ve, Clifton,
NJ. I'he cover charge is $1 to
$2 depending on the night;
every Thursday night is ladies’
night. Jeans are allowed since
no country/Wcstern place
wouldv be the same without
them, although any other type
of dressing is acceptable. T he
price range for food is quite
reasonable; a hamburger is
$1. 75 and a chef’s salad is
$3.50, and a Heineken is $ 1.50.
I'he kitchen is open till 1 am
and there is a happy hour daily
from 5 pm to~7 pm.
. A Touch of (¡lass usually
gets crowded by 10 pm. It is-a
good idea to get there a littleearly to get a good seat.
I'he majority of the age
group who gathers there is,
somewhere between their '20’s
to late 30’s. T h e crowd is
distributed equally among the
males and females. So, if you
happen to be single this could
be a place you would want to
check out, and if you’re not, A
Touch o f Cilass could be what
you’.re looking for if you enjoy
good prices, a good down-toearth feeling, and a friendly,
atmosphere with lots of good
music.
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by Jerry Shillock
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n the town

Russ Jones, owner of Touch of Glass, prepares a round for his
customers.
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Only 20 minutes from
Partridge Hall, What Ale’s Ya?
bar and restaurant combines
live entertainment with an
extensive dinner menu to
produce a fine atmosphere for
both eating and drinking.
Whether you desire a large
meal or only a mug o f beer,
What Ale’s Ya? will entertain
you with the area’s best rock,
folk, and blucgrass bands six
nights a week. Currently
featured at What Ale’s Ya? is
the Travis Roe band, a country
ro.ck trio wi t h brill iant
harmonies on Friday nights,
and the quick-pickin’ fiddle
work of the Down Tow n
Blucgrass band every Saturday
evening.
T h e dinner menu has been
well planned and contains as
appetizers: French onion soup
($1 .7 5 ), hot quiche du jour
($2.9 5 ), baked clams with
shrimp and crabmeat stuffing
($3.7 5 ), and barbecued baby
spareri bs ( $ 3 . 5 0 ) . T h e s e
appetizers can also be ordered
from the bar room along with a
cheese board and a nightly
special.
T h e entrees start at $4.95 for
a soup du 'jour and salad bar
combination that is fit for a
king, and goes up in price to
$11. 95 for a 14 ounce NY
steak. Some other entrees are:
beef shishkabobskewered with
mushrooms, peppers, onions,
and pineapple with Terriyaki
sauce ($ 8 .5 0 ); veal cordon bleu

that is stuffed with ham and
Swiss Gruyere, breaded, and.
then served over rice with
mushroom sauce ($ 7.25); or
chicken I erriyaki served over
rice with pineapple and toasted
coconut ($6.75).
There are also many side
dishes to order from, and for
dessert you have your choice
of: carrot cake ($ 1.50), hot
apple crisp a la mode ($1.50),
delicious cheesecake ($1.50),
or a chocolate sundae ($1.50).
But the best part of What
Ale’s Ya? is the warm and
friendly spirit o f the bar.. A.
large fireplace illuminated long
shelves o f books that grace the
M o m ’ s b a r n - s i d e wal l s.
Antiques and memorabilia also
clutter the walls to create an
atmosphere that is both crazy
and relaxing.
•Another'quality of this fine
Westwood bar lies in the great
selection o f beers that Doug
Hansen, general manager, has
on tap. From a table in the;
dining room, or a stool in the
bar, one can oder: Prior Dark
($.85), Schmidts ($.85), Becks
or Bass (each $1. 25), right
from the tap.
What A l e ’s Y a ? ' is
x o n v e n i e n t l y lo cated on
Broadway in W'estwood and
can be reached from M SC by
taking the parkway North to
exit 168, and then by making a
right at the stop sign, and
proceeding to the railroad
tracks in Westwood. There,
you will make a left hand turn
and find What Ale’s Ya?
directly on your right.

by Darrel Lippman
. A long line o f cars creeped
up the hill tb the place called the
Meadow brook. Many atten
dants with light sabers directed
the cars into spots, as police
carefully patrolled' the area.
O ne got the impression that
something big awaited him in
the mansionlike building just
from entering the parking lot.
Waiting in line outside the
c l ub ( f o r 2 0 mi n u t e s )
strengthened this feeling of
e x pe c t i n g s o me t h i n g big
inside. You somehow knew it
would be worth it all. And if
you felt this way you were
right.
O n Saturday nights at the
Meadowbrook, new wave
music blares through the
spectacular sound system *
Every
tune popped with
exhilarating crispness.
Colorful lights, shootiffg this
way and that, added to the
captivating aura above the
huge dance floor.
“ These new wave dance
nights are becoming bigger
than discos once were,” a
bartender sai Waiting in line
outside the club (for '20
minutes) .strengthened this
feeling of expecting something
big inside. You .somehow
knew it would be worth it all.
A nd'if you felt this way, you
were right.
The crowd Was obviously
satisfied with the music, not at
all needing a live band to
appease .a $6 cover- charge,
( al t hough a band called
Preview did plav a rather dull
short set). This particular
group of people simply.came to
hear their favorite pop artists

and dance the night away. A
little $6 cover wasn’t going to
hinder their evening. And what
better a place to experience this
phenomenon than at the
Meadowbrook (R t. 23 South,
Cedar Grove), one of the
biggest nightclubs in the
Wayne area.
The Me ad ow b r o o k ’s
entrance is actually on the
second floor; you can look
down on the 40 yard long
dance floor from the balcony
that surrounds three sides of
the club. Security people perch
themselves on'chairs at each
pole on the edge of the floor,
resembling lifeguards who are
ready tp dive in at the hint of
any trouble.
Cover charge aside, drink
prices (mixer and beer) are
'very fair at $1.75, not to
ment i on t he Ba r t e nde r ’s
leaning o f the bottle for five
“ Mississippjs” when mixing a
drink (anti you didn’t have to
wait two hours before you got
the bart enders a t t e nt i on; ,
service was very good).
Time justifies the old,
mansionlike structure of the
Meadowbr ook.
The club
began back around 1930 as a
hall for singing greats. In 19.55
it was changed into a dinnerclub and finally, in 1975, to the
disco/rock nightclub it is
today. ,
“ H ey,” called a blonde girl
in a leopard skin shirt, “ Wanna
dance?” Having been taken by
the exciting atmosphere, this
M SC student couldn’t help bur
accept her offer, despite not
being much of a dancer. Seems
like times haven’t really
changed for the Meadowybrook. It’s still one great place.

Bottles of scotch, whiskeys, ryes and others form a neat arrangement
around the mellowed barrel.
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Senator Birch Bayh
Speaking on

M o r a l M a jo r t t y ,
Tuesday. Feb.10 at 8:00
Student Center Ballrooms
Admission Free

Ready to teach
home nursing, first aid,
parenting, child care,
water safety, C P R .
R ed C ro ss: R ead y fo r anew centu ry.

Our nursing and health services have covered a lot of ground since we
started 100 years ago. We began by caring for the wounded on the
battlefield. Later, we called on the ill at home. Then, as we trained and
recruited more nurses, we began to develop programs to teach people
how to help themselves and their families.
Today, we give instruction in home nursing, disease prevention,
parenting, child care, nutrition, managing stress, preparation for
disaster, health maintenance—all o f this in addition to providing ser
vices to the community on an as-needed basis.
But we’re not saying this to pat ourselves on the back. We just want
you to know that if you need help, we’re ready.

Red Cross: Ready for a new century.
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Players of SGA presents
by Harry Seagull

Feb. 4 ~ 7
at 8:30 p.m.
matinee Feb. 6
at 2:30 p.m.

Montclair
State College
Studio TheatreSpeech Building

"746-9120
THE COLLEGE LIFE UNION BOARD

Wednesday Nights '
Feb .11, March 4?& 18
8-11PM Third Flow’ Lounge of
The Student Center
Com e S e e Stndeirts
P erform in g F or Students««

Anyone Interested In
PERFORMING
Please Contact Kathie In 1
CLUB Office-893-5232
CLUB Is A Class One Organization Of Your SGA
"Students Serving Students"

B lo o d . I t h as alw ays b e e n b e tte r to give th an to receiv e.
•fly-!-

'•

'

Much has changed since the Red Cross blood pro
gram ¡started in 1947. But one thing hasn’t. Needing
blood has always been a lot harder than giving it.
Needing blood is often a matter of life and death.
Giving blood is quite easy. It is a fast, simple,
carefully done process.
So, if there’s a blood drive where you work,
please give. If there isn’t, call your local Red Cross
chapter to find out where you can give.
You’ll be helping us celebrate our 100th birth
day by giving the best gift of all—life.
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Red C ross: Ready for a new century.
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Heaven,I'm in heaven ....
by Stephen Kantrowitz
Harry Seagull’s Heaven Can
Wait is a cleverly written, often
very funny, play about a man
taken before nis time, but given,
the opportunity to rerurn to
earth in someone clse’s body.
What ensues is a chaotic, fast
paced, and very spirited study
of a man who is pitted against
some very dangerous, and
s ome not so dangerous
characters.
P l a y e r s o f S G A has
mounted a production that
both shines aind darkens.
Although some o f the acting
was indeed outstanding, some
of it was far from being
“heavenly.” T h e production
reached a f ever-peaked
crescendo in spots that was
quite impressive, while some
not so illuminating moments
fizzled out to a slow trot.
J o e Pendleton, an upcoming
22-year-old boxer, was flying
an airplane when it appeared he
was going to crash. 7013, an
assistant in charge o f bringing
bodies to heaven, wanted to
spare Pendleton t he pain of the
crash he thought was to occur,
and escorted him to heaven.
T t is discovered that amistake
has been made, so he is told he
ca n r e t u r n . M u c h t o
Pendleton’s dismay, his body
has been already cremated by

his f i ght m anager, Max
Levenc. A Mr. Jordan is
summoned. He is in charge of,
the whole affair, and after
chastising 7013 for his blunder
takes Pendleton on a quest for a
new body.
After scouring the.universe
for a week they make their
430th stop at the home of
J o n a t h a n F a r n s wo r t h , a
millionaire banker. He has just
been murdered by his wife,
Julia, and her lover, T o n y
Abbott, Farnsw orth’s
executive secretary. Pendleton
doesn’t really want Farns
worth’s body because it’s not
in tip top shape like his own.
He agrees, however, after a
pretty young woman, Bette
Logan, enters the picture. She
has been given a raw deal by
Farnsworth and came to settle
up.
As the story progresses,
Pendleton (as Farnsworth) and
Logan fall in love and decide to
marry after he divorces his
wife. Pendleton also summons
his manager to get him into
shape and prepare him for a big
fight. Levcne thinks Farns
worth is nuts until Pendleton
proves his real identity by
playing some very sour notes
on his saxophone, a key
companion o f nis former self.
T h e fight is arranged but
Pendleton (Farnsworth) is
shot and killed. Police com eto
investigate F a r n s w o r t h ’s

sudden disappearance, not
knowing that he has been
murdered. Then to top it all,
Jordan returns to tell Pendleton
that the real Farnsworth (in
heaven) refuses to let him use
the body any longer and he
must find another. Jordan
convinces Pendleton to take
over for another boxer named
Murdock. He does, the case
with Farnsworth suddenly
gets closed, and everyone s
nappy ever after.
1 he tale is a fantasy, but the
awkward staging of the first
scene confused the viewers.
Although it took place up
above (an entranceway to
heaven) the lighting was so
ineffective it appeared to be
taking place in Farnworth’s
living room, the only set for the
play.
The set itself was
f unc t i onal , a l t hough not
particularly attractive for a
millionaire’s home. The double
doors at the back of the set were
used in a quite inventive way.
W henever J or dan or his
assistant was to pass through
them, they swung open for
him.
T h e most applaudablc piece
of acting was done by the
murderers,; T o n y
Abbott,
played sinisterly and brilliantly
t>y Clinton Scott, and his lover
J ul i a Farnswort h, played
m agnificently by Sharon
C u llen . Each successfully
capture*! remarkable, and often

lamentable characters, and
portrayed them wonderfully.
Neal Mangano, as
Jo e
Pendleton, delivered an almost
brilliant performance. He was
quite successful throughout
most o f the play making a Very
convincing boxer who has
been given a raw deal. But in
the last
scenes, when he
becomes Murdock, there really
wasn’t enough change in the
nua n c e s o f his a c t i n g .
Although he was now a
different
person, one had
trouble believingit, to a degree.
Michael Klccbcrg as Mr.
Jordan, and Mark Pinhcifo, as
Max 1.evene, seemed to su ffer a
similar fate. Kleebcrg followed
in the
footsteps o f such
illuminating greats as Claude
Raines and James Mason, who
proceeded him in earlier screen
versions o f this talc. His most
irksome trait was a most
annoying and bothersome
laugh. It was both artificial and
contrived, as was his portrayal
of Jordan. Pinheiro, simply
didn’t achieve the abrasiveness
and near-rauchiness one would
have expected a fight manager
to have. It is understandable
that he was confused by the
goings -on, but no one in the
boxing world is as timid, and
such an easy push over. It
doesn’t work that way.
The director, Michael Wilt,
achieved a festive air and many
effective bursts of comedy.

There were moments, and too
many of them, where the story
pl odded' along, sl owl y,
without really going
anywhere. Comedies have to
be caref ul l y t i med and
choreographed to achieve their
purpose, and this one really
needed some polishing.
- One last point to be made is
that one wasn’t sure whether
the play was a light comedy or
a slapstick. Most o f the play
followed nicely in the former
vein. The last scenes, taking
place in Murdock’s dressing
room, however, ■while they
w e r e i n d e e d t h e mo s t
humorous, really stood’out arid
didn’t fit the pattern established
through the course o f the
evening. Torn Dugan, playing
L e f t y , t he ma n a g e r o f
Mur doc k, was his usual
outstanding self. He expertly
captured the feisty mannerisms
of a fight manager. But again,'
this scene, while it was
particularly clever andcomica|,
didn’t fit in with the action if
followed.
Players o f SCIA’s produc
tion o f ¡ leaven Can II ait will be
presented Feb. 4-7'at 8:30 pm,
and a matinee on Feb. 6 at 2:30
pm in the Studio Theatre
located upstairs in the Speech
Building. For- an evening o f
mirth and entertainment, this
often enjoyable, though hardly
illuminating production should
Ik- viewed. .
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Bar scenes
by Victoria Sottile
Although the .film Inside
Moves opens on a rather
depressing note, that being, an
a t t e mp t e d s u i c i d e , the
remainder of the movie ends on
"a positive norc.
We first become acquainted
with Roary (John Savage)
when he attempts to end his life
by jumping our of an office
building window, landing on
the hood of a car in a bloody
heap. He lives to seethe light of
day,- although his bodv is so
badly mangled he is confined to
a metal brace which causes him
to walk as if “he’s always doing
figure eights.”
F o l l o w i n g his l engt hy
recovery, Roary ventures into
M ax’s Bar one day. Max’s Bar
is the local hangout
for a
number of handicapped men,
wh.o R o a r y s t r i kes up
friendships with.
Th e
assortment of handicaps range
from a blind man, a man
confined to a wheelchair, and a
man with hooks instead of
hands, (this character is played
by Harold Russell, making his
first screen appearance since
1946 when he appeared in The
Best Years o f Cher Lives, and

won two Academy Awards for
his performance). T h e men
pass the time playing cards-,
reading obscene novels and
generally enjoying themselves.
F.Vtn the bartender, Jerry
(David Morse) is afflicted with
a handicap. He has visions of
playing professional basket
ball, but is plagued with a bum
knee. He is the object of
adoration from the men, as he is
really the only one of them
who stands a chance for “being
normal.” They hold fast to the
hope that Jerry will one day
have tne operation he needs to
repair his. knee. Roary joins
these men in their dream and he
and Jerry become best friends.
O f course, of all these men,
Jerry, who has a repairable
handicap, is the least able to
cope. W e* see signs of his
inability in the relationship he
has with Ann ( Amy Wright).
She is a hooker and a junkie,
lea ves him again and again, and
he tolerates this. After leaving
him one last time, she again
returns—this time with her
pimp—who proceeds to have
two thugs beat Jerry to a pulp.
He becomes passive and loses
his will to live after this,

A bit Of
Little Italy
Moliere on Mulberry St.?
Farfetched, but it docs work.
Tartu f f e is a classic French
farce which explores religion,
hypocrisy, and bigotry. Place
it m N Y ’s Little Italy during
the Mid ’50.’s: and it becomes a
satire on Italian Catholicism.

What is most noticeably
missing from this production,

is n o w “ n o r m a l , ’ ’ is
unfounded, and the ending of
this movie can be guessed.
T h e film, directed by
Richard Donner, (T he (hten,
Supeman) is a little corny and
has its moments of sap, but
most of the time manages to
transcend the cliche. A s’ the
film progresses, one may find
themself being caught up in the
personal victories each one of'
the characters has achieved.
T h e performances are all
outstanding. Savage is brilliant
as the severely mangled Roary.
He plays his character with

such subtle contact, one is
pulled directly into his psyche.
Morse, making his film debut,
manages to evoke just the right
amount of empathy for his
character without overplaying.
O f course, the character actors
Russell, Jack O ’Leary, Steve
Kahan, and Bill Anderson arc
all convincing in their roles.
Inside Moves enables the
movie goer to sec that despite
the frailties one may be subject
to, physical or otherwise, it is
still possible to attain a high
degree o f happiness through
relationships with others.

by Linda Martelli

This is e x ac t l y what
Montclair’s Whole Theater
Company has done in its Italian
style adaptation. Tartu ffe,
which runs through Feb. 15, is
good fun, bur it has Io$tsom cof
t hat d e l i g h t f u l M o l i e r e
chemistry in the translation.

Practicality has caused some
mi nor changes. Bec ause
tenement dwellers do not, as a
rule, have servants, the role of
the busybody maid has been
changed to that o f a nosy
neighbor. The characters are
extremely stereotyped, but this
is justifiable if the play is to be
believable.

refusing to even see his friends
at M ax’s, with the exception of
Roary.
Being the true friend that he
is, Roary makes it possible for
Jerry to have his operation,
enabling him to play pro ‘
basketball. Jerry, in return for
this generosity, tries to steal
Roary’s girl Louise (Diana
Scarwid). U p on ' discovering
this, Roary accuses Jerry of
being an emotional cripple and
nbt the true friend he professed
tor He.
Jerry ’s fear o f rejection from,
his friends at M ax’s because he

A tribute for Lemmon

by Deborah J . Johnson

Director Harold dcFelicc’s
script remains fairly faithful to
the ori gi nal sto ry line,
l artuffe, a con artist who has
learned that piety makes
friends fast, is war ml y
welcomed into the apartment
of Signor Orgon. The rest of
O rgon’s family soon secs
t hrough T a r t u f f e ’s pious
pretense. Orgon does norland
pledges not only his daughter’s
hand to the man, but his
insurance policy as well.

David Morse and John Savage at Max's Bar in Inside M oves,

arc Moliere’s beautiful rhymed
couplets. Fxccpt for a small
piece o f dialog at the end of
each act, the play is done
entirely in prose. T his in itself
is nor objectionable. It’s the
timeworn cliches like “the cat’s
pajamas” and “sec you later,
alligator” that make the whole
Italian concept seem a bit
overdone.
Larry Pine as Tartuffc, and
Louis Zorich as Signor Orgon,
arc well cast. Pine brings to his
role a preacher-like quality
reminiscent of early Sunday
morning T V . Zorich can
change from stem, no nonsense
head o f household to. childish
gullibility in seconds.
I'artuffe Italian style is an
interesting interpretation, and
Mulberry St. a nice place to
visit. But I’m not sure Moliere
would want to live theno m

T h e witticism of Scottie Templeton played by Jack Lemmon makes the touching movie Tribute
ebulliently enjoyable.
T h e plot involves a father and son who are reunited and are trying to overcome the hostility
between them before the father dies.
Jud, (Robbie Benson) did not like his father’s life-of-the-party attitude, and therefore they were
always fighting. Templeton and his wife, (Lee Remick) are divorced which is seen as the problem
Jud faces, but never has revealed to his family. Jud is the opposite o f his father. H e is shy,
conservative and unemjbtional.
Templeton is a producer who is described as a crowd pleaser. A friend o f Templeton’s said, “Jud,
your father has the gift of taking a hamburger and making it into a banquet.” In one scene,
Fempleton aims at pleasing his friends, and at the same time a hooker friend who always wanted to
be an actress. H e rented a hall for his friends who were also johns of the hooker. T h e hooker, Hillary,
walked ip the room and the men stood up and gave her the long awaited for standing ovation she has
wanted. '
Fempleton was portrayed as a strong man who was hiding his disease behind his jokes and
laughter. In another scene, he almost broke down for the first time. His exwife was trying to talk
to him about his sickness. Templeton started to cry as he squeezed her hand. As he saw himself
getting weak and depressed, he started to tell jokes which made him laugh.
T h e doctors told Templeton that he is seriously ill, but the disease was not mentioned until the end
o f the movie. T h e despairing news o f Templeton’s sickness was never told in dialog, but ratjier
behind glass partitions in the hospital. T h e wall Templeton built around himself is the same way the
audience came to know about his illness.
As his condition worsens,Templeton tries to be a friend to Jud. He wants to show his son
happiness in life. Happiness t6 Templeton meant bars, women and making jokes.
Jud!S character was unrealistic at times because his actions were too aboveboard for a 20-year-old
college student. T h e closer Jud came to his father, the more realistic his character became.
Jud avoided going to a party that his father had planned and instead went to a photography. *
exhibition. Templeton also helpedjud meet a girl named Sally Haines. They dated, butshecould
not deal w ith ju ds inability to express his emotions.
Templeton is seen-in the hospital through photographs that Jud had taken. H eis seen lying in bed
with five nurses by his side. Other pictures show the pain Templeton is feeling as he goes through
treatment. Jud, for the first time, snows compassion as he wipes the sweat from his Slather’s head.
Jud planned a show for his father which was like a celebrity roast. Templeton’s friends presented a
speech to him for his birthday. Fempleton then gave a speech to his son.
“ 1 he only thing l want to pass on to my son is passion, one must have emotions.”
Lemmon was superb in his role as Templeton. T h e facial expressions were better than som eof the
lines in the movie. Benson played a good part even though his character was hard to portray because
it was quite unrealistic at times. Remick was not in many scenes ,but acted as a concerned mother
who wanted to see her son get along with her ex husband.
T h e show in Templeton’s honor was a tribute to him by his son. Tribute was defined in the movie
as one who pays and gives homage. Just as Templeton deserved tribute for his courageous life so
does the inspirationaliHmsTributo by »all who ««• it. »- .
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Scanning for blood 'n guts
by Mark Breitinger

everyone here, one at a time. I
feel 1 should remind you that
the scanning experience is
usually a painful one~it may
result in nosebleeds, headaches,
stomach cramps, nausea, or
many other similar symptoms.
I here is a doctor present....
Any volunteers?” I'he group
o f national V IP s shuffle in their
seats, look nervously at one
another. Finally one dapper
young executive in the back of
the room rises and takes the seat
on the dias. I'he scanner,

instructs him to concentrate on
one specific thing, and the
scanning process begins. Both
men begintoshakeandtremble
uncontrollably, and, in a flash,
the scanner’s head explodes,
showering blood and brain
matter.
How? That one’s easy. You
see, the volunteer is really
Darryl Revok, evil leader o f an
underground scanner
organization. He has infiltrated
ConSec in order to make
mincemeat our of their most

expansive project to d ateviolence as much as the next
scanner arm ies. The big . guy, bur enough is enough.
question is: why?
With a shocking proliferation
Thus writer/dircctor David
of films like Friday the 13th,
C r o n e n b e r g , perhaps
Terror Train, and Blood Beach,
remembered for his earlier
one can only wonder what has
feature T he Brood, whirls us off
happened to horror in the
on another journey through
cinema. Is there no honor or
the realm of blood ‘n’ guts.
i m a g i n a t i o n lef t a m o n g
This one has everything, folks:
filmmakers that every
people exploding, snooting
supernatural film must become
themselves in the head, being
a tedious bloodbath? T he
blown apart with shotguns,
worst effect of'this disturbing
and burning to death. Plenty of
trend is that quality horror
bursting veins, too. Now, I like
films, the most recent being
T he Awakening, and Kubrick’s
epic
T h e S h i n i n g , ar e
overlooked or thrown in the
bin with the rest o f them.
Lately crowds have flocked to
any film that promises a scream
and a scare, regardless o f its
quality or subject matter.
The Awakening, based on
Bram Stoker’s / ewel o f the 7
Stars, was a more thoughtful
film that focused its horror on
the mind rather than on the
stomach. After the picture, my
friend lamented that, “there
wasn’t enough blood in it.”
There has to be a better
reason for this gore-hunger o f
the moviegoing public than
j ust a “ r u b b e r n e c k i n g ”
syndrome. It’s not that these
films cannot be considered
ent er t ai nment — t hey m ost
certainly arc that, if any thing—
but that the overwhelming
a t t e n d a n c e t o t h e m is
encouraging their continued
roduction. When a low
udget, poorly made film like
Silent Screan or Fade to Black
can sell out for its first week,
there is something definitely
wrong going on in people’s
minds.
Scanners, however, was a
much better film than I
anticipated. The special effects,
however sickening, were quite
convincing and the camera
work stood above the norm for
such a film. Patrick M cGoohan, playing the doctor whose
ESP experiments run amok,
executed his part with little or
no imagination, and frequently
appeared to be reading from a
cue card. Jennifer O ’Neill
muddled through the film as a
scanner wo r k i n g against
Rcvok’s army arid Steven
Lack, in the role of hero
Cameron Vale, would have
been perfect if it weren’t for his
drab monotone and expres
sionless eyes. Michael Ironside
as Revok was the only
con sisten t character, only
because he managed to keep the
same maniacal grin on his face
throughout the picture.
So do we really need another
one of these mips? I’m nor
saving there’s no place for
horror in the movie market
place— I would be the last
person to suggest that—just
that there should be a limit to
this trend, the fast-buck
ex pl oi t at i on o f sex and
The State of the A rt in Living Anim ation.
violence. (Mother's Day and
U m ianoids f r m the D eep
especially come to mind.) Such
COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS
a limit can only be enforced by
A MARTIN RANSOHOFF PRODUCTION
moviegoers, through their
A RALPH BAKSHI FILM
freedom to choose which films
"AMERICAN POP”
to attend. Perhaps this type of
Written by>------RONNI
Executive
Producer
RICHARD ST. JOHNS
RFSTRIRTPn<gj!te|
a c t i o n wi ll e n c o u r a g e
---KERN
_----- - —
V.H
VUVM.* ,UV«UUU/Ul.jyiUlJ
17m w t K tm n;iii Pared M
rttwtiuaj Produced by MARTIN RANSOHOFF &. RALPH BAKSHI Directed by RALPH BAKSHI f l f l !
I
filmmakers to instill morepride
S fit C ie o THE AIRES
a» 1quality in their work in the
future.

Scanner., (n.) .a telepathic
curiosity, person capable o f
interlocking their nervous systm
with that o f another.
1 he film opens: we are
seated in th e e x e c ut i v e
assembly room of ConSec, an
international security
organization which deals in
“ w e a p o n r y and p r i v a t e
armies.” O n the dias before us
sits a balding man of amiable
appearance who tells his
audience: “ I’d like to scan
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Fri., Feb. 6
WMSC 90.3 FM: Big Band

Thur., Feb. 5
WOMEN HELPING WOMEN:

Show (6-7 pm) with host Steve
Dudasik. Polka Party- f 7-8 pm)
with hosts Fd Timck and Drew
Pavlica. ProgressivcJazz(8-I pm)
with hosts Paul D. Brown and
Rodney Baltimore.

Peer ( ’ounseling—No charge.
MondayT’riday, 9 am-4 pm.
Math Science Building, Room
366, third floor.

STUA RT

DIAMOND:

An
abstract painter, will show slides
and discuss his work. He is
represented by David. McKee
CJailery in NYC and Dart Gallery
in Chicago. His work has been
included in major museum
exhibitions at the Whitney
Museum of American Art, The
Museum of Contemporary Art,
Chicago, and th e Alternative
Museum, NYC. He received a
National Kndowmcnt Grant for*'
1980 arid a NY State CAPSC ¡rant
in 1973. He is presently reaching
drawing at Parsons School of
Design.

Sat., Feb. 7
WMSC 9 0 . 3

FM: I.a tin
Perspectives (5-7 pm) Latin news,
public affairs and music! With host
Howard Sunshine Rodriguez.
THEATER: Heaven Can Wait at
8:30 pm, presented by Players, the
student theater group at MSC.
Pickets: S3 standard, S2 senior
citizens, SI MSC student ID.
Contact: Players (201) 893-5159.

WORKSHOP: Through Feb. 28,
10 am-3 pm. Strategies for
E f f e c t i v e ¡ oh I n t e r v i e w i n g .
Included is the topic learning skills
through role playing. Workshop
leader, Joan Rggusa, supervisor of
Personnel Administration, S. B.
Thom as, Inc. Math- Science
Building, Room 116. Fee: $40.
Contact: Women’s ('enter (201)
893-5106.

LECTURE: 1 pm by “ First Fadv
of the Flute,” Bobbie Humphrey
on Black in the Music Industry.
Student (-enter Ballroom A,
Admission: SI A1SC Student ID,
S2 others. Contact: Black Student
Cooperative Union (201) 8934198.
BSCU- 8 pm,concert by Bobbi
Humphrey, "First Lady of the
Flute,” contemporary jazz, blues.
Montclair State College Memorial
Auditorium. Admission: S3 MSC
student ID, S4 others. Contact:
Black Student Cooperative Union
(201) 893-4198.

Sun., Feb. 8
WMSC 90.3 FM: Sounds of
Salvation (Gospel Show) 8 amnoon, with hosts Rosalind
Pinkney and Lizzy Larkins.
Noon-6 pm Jazz with hosts
Charles Riviera and Rodney
Baltimore, 6 pm-8 pm Reggae
with host Steve Solomon, 8-9 pm
Rock Review with host Dave
Quinn, 9-10 pm Permanent Wave
with host, Rich Zelach.

W M S C ---- 9 0 . 3 F M :

Wax
Museum—(6-7 pm) Fvcry week a
different band is featured with host
Pete Feiristein. Director’s Choice-¡(7-8 pm) Rhythm and blues with
hosts Paul 1). Brown and Rodney
Baltimore.

Tue., Feb. 10, 1981
CLUB: wilt sponsor two movies,
/ mi llendrix and Woodstock at 7 pm
in Memorial Auditorium. $2 with
ID, S2.50 without ID.

mm
NORTH

WED & SAT
Disco
with Jerry
I

M

M

Fri., Feb. 13, 1981
Meeting: For all interested in

Thur., Feb. 19, 1981
FASHION SHOW: Sponsored

joining and for returning old
members'll fthe Geography Club 4
pm in Russ Hall Lounge.

by home economics department in
Student Center Ballrooms at 8 pm.
Admission price $3. Donations to
establish scholarship f u n d dancing afterwards. -

PRELAW SOCIETY: Member
ship meetings Feb. l(), 1981 at l l
am and Feb. 12 at 2 pm. Both
meetings are in Meeting Room 2 in
the Student Center.

Tue., Feb. 17, 1981
CLUB: G encrai Board Meeting at

Wed., Feb. 11, 1981
CLUB: sponsors Catacombs at 8

Pegasus in the Student Center
Ballrooms at 8 pm. Free Munchics.

pm. 1'hird floor Student Center
Lounge. Free food, and admission.

LECTURE-DISCUSSION:
Sexual Horasment with speaker
Jayne Rich, director of security
and safety'. Sponsored by the
Women's Center in Math''Science
Building, Room 116 at noon.
Free.

LECTURE-WORKSHOP:
Isma’sl Jamal, coordinator of the
Institute of Self-Healing, Fast
Orange, .4fro-C.etitric Philosophy o f
Self-Healing, Xatural Medicine.
MSC Student Center Ballrooms A
and B. Admission: SI MSC
student ID, $2 others. Contact:
Black Student Cooperative Union
(201) 893-4198. 7:30-11 pm.

PUBLIC TELESCOPE NIGHT:
Kvcfy clear Wednesday, to
observe the moon, planets, stars,
and constellations, in front of the
Math'Science Building. T ree.
Contact Dr. West at 893-4166.

4 pm in Meeting Room 2, All are
welcome.

CLUB: Sponsoring a party with

Sat., Feb. 28
CLUB: sponsoring a trip to
Resorts International, Atlantic
Citv, S I 5 with refund in quarters
upon arrival.

datebook and
classified are
free to all
students
CJfNTER FOR THE ARTS 201-893-5112 .

M ontclair State College
THE ALVIN AILEY REPERTO RY EN SEM BtE~~~
F E B . 13 A N D F E B . 14 A T 8:00 PM
F E B . 15 A T 2 :30 PM

TYPING DONE. Disserta
tions, term papers,
etci. Knowledge of most
style manuals. Upper
Montclair office.Phone
I)
746-9010 9-5PM
Upper Montclair, NJ

MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
$ 4 .0 0 M O N T C L A IR S T A T E C O L L E G E S T U D E N T ,
F A C U L T Y , S T A F F , S E N IO R , C IT IZ E N .
$ 6 .0 0 O T H E R S

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN
CO LLEG E ART GALLERY. LIFE HALL

5? |

'JOEY HARRISON'S
318 PA SSA IC'AVE.
FA IRFIELD , N.J.
227-5114

LECTURE: Birch Bayh, CINA of
the SG A , in Student Center
Ballrooms A and B at 8 pm, free.
Sen. Birch Bayh will speak on the
Moral Majority.

M

M

I

M

*

THUR & FRI
Rock &
New Wave
MON & TUES
COLONA BAND
OLDIES &
TOP 40
Free Admission with
this coupon
Friday Nights Only

ANNOUNCING THE ALUMNI

B N H b t S M '«
MSC Alum ni Association invites
yApplications for U n d erg rad u ate
Scholarships

If you'll be a junior or senior in Sept. 1982
h»ove been active in campus or community
P rogram i and ore in good standing
w'e wont to hear from YOU!
Aapplicationsore also being accepted for
tlie Dortch/Didison^Memoriol Scholarship
S|ponsored by the Block Alumni Committee.
Pickup an application now at the
Alumni House (across from Panzer Gym)
the Dean of Students office, or the
Financial Aid office.
The deadline for filing is March 13, 1981.
Questions? ^Zoll the Alumni House
893-4141

Mie Mortfclarion 1 hur., Feb. 5, 198!. 23.

WANTED: People to pledge Phi
Chi I heta. We promote women in
business and economics. Student
Center Purple Conference Room
9 am -11 am, Wed., Feb. 11, and 9
am-noon, 1 hur.; Fri. noon.

WANTED: Experienced caring
. babysitter for two girls 7 months
and 2 y e a r s o ld . O w n
transportation preferred. Days and
hours open. Call 783-7234,
evenings.

WANTED: Chemistry tutor for
high school student in Montclair
area, will pay $4 an hour, phone
992-83 IS,

WANTED: I buy your lifting
weights; paid by the pound. Call
Louis after 2 pm except Thursday,.

li

ÏK EEP

WATCH....

FOR SALE: Autos, jeeps, cars,
tr u c k s , a v a ila b le th r o u g h
government agencies. Many sell
for under $200. Call (602) 9418014 ext 6960 for your directory
on how to purchase.

C ollege Life
U nion B oard

FOR SALE: 1969 Olds Delta 88,
perfect running condition. 85,000
miles. Very good condition in and
out. Best offer. Call Steve at 2567306 or 256-9087.

is going to
T-

I

»

HELP WANTED: Earn up to
$1,000 or more for a few evenings
work; no selling. Just hang posters
on your campus advertising our
half-price tours of Europe. For
details write: Travel Study
International, 2030 East 4800
South, Suite 101, Salt Lake City,
U T 84117.

¡ft

Ft. -L a u d e rà Je J
Spring B reak 1981!!
More details
to follow!!!

DATES: Iota Gamma Xi Sorority
invites you to attend a tea on Feb.
9 ¡at 8 pm, Russ Hall Lounge.
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer or
year round. Europe, South
America, Australia, Asia. All
fields.
$500-$ 1200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free information,
Write IJC Box 52-N J8, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.
ON THE AIR: “Win with Moose-stay tuned to 3.14 on your dial”

PERSONAL:

Moosie, Happy
Birthday you fat slob. I ’ll always
be yours. Love, Moo.

P ERSONAL: H ey R eggie!
Remember Jan. 31 at A .T.O .G .
and what happened in your car? I
won’t tell Grieco just what kind of
influence you really are to me.
Georgia.
PERSONAL: T o Steven L--1
really think you andl should get to
know each other. V.S.
UNDERGRADUATES: Sign up
for Semester Abroad Program for
Fall 1981 study.Opportunities for
study are available in England and
Israel. Contact Dr. Curtis Jackson,
d ire c to r o f in tra c o lle g ia te
academic programs* C -306; 8934431. An Information Program is
scheduled in Ballroom B, Feb. 25,
from 10 am-2 pm. A1Jstudents are
welcome.
PEER COUNSELING: Women
H elping W omen. M ondayFriday, 9 am-4 pm. Math/Science
Building, Room 366, third floor.
CRICKET: Anyone interested in
joining the MSC cricket club
which will compete at the
intercollegiate level this spring,
contact Dr. Gilbert at 893-5239.

TH E MONTCLARION
We want you —

Club Is A Class1One Organization O f Your SGAV
"Students Serving Students"

H O USIN G P O SITIO N S
OPEN1981-1982
K u fe

Resident Assistant Applications
AVAILABLE
Freeman Hall-Room 112
Hours: 9AM-2PM

DEADLINE
EXTTO
FEBRU A RY 9,1981
Assistant Manager Applications
AVAILABLE
Bohn Hall Housing Office
Hours: 8:30A M-4:30PM

DEADLINE
FEBRU A RY 13,1981

and need you
North Jersey Women’s
Health Organization
450 H A M B U R G TU R N P IK E
W AYN E. N J 07470

•VD Screening
• Pregnancy Testing
•Abortion Counselling
•Birth Control
Information

278-4500

North Jersey
Gynecological Center

ABORTION SERVICES
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Abortion Procedures
Birth Control Counseling
Sterilization Procedures
Complete
Gynecological Care
ca ll 375-0800 For Immediate A ppt
LOCATED 1 BLOCK FROM IRVINGTON CTR.
HOURS 9AM-5PM M ON.-SAT. AM PLE PARKING
1 40 UNION AVE^ SU ITE 104, IRVINGTON, N J1

Women's Choice
ANEW
Reproductive Health'
Center Designed
for Women

F R E E pregnancy tests
„ ___
F R E E counseling
A B O R T I O N by board
certified gynecologists
One Low Fee • Strictly Confidential

489-2266
10 Zabnskie Street, Hackensack

Do you like this face?
If so, come
and find out
about the« • •
RIDING
CLUB.

on thè Parkway in Essex County
if-,
■
m

"rv

.„fills'
y

■Tear out this aa
■ ' fo ra
|
• Y free admission
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GRAND OPENING FRIDAY 13th
W atch for Next Week's Schedate

fefK Ÿ0'O0®

Shampoo,Precision Cut,Blow Dry

ydPcPj'L-âfSG

Get Acquainted

<Ò°Z\à0
0m m

$8 special
w/Jomie
,. Tues/Wed/Thurs. only

A Class II O rganization of the SGAJnc

for appointment coll

746-5557
204 Bellevue Ave. Upper AArcir.(behind Carvel)
¡* * w ****> *********w *< *> ********** ** ** * * * * * * » * « * »*****«*«**»*«*»«* ««««—

DROP IN CENTER
TRAINING SESSION
Sun., Feb. 22

WE ARE A SERVICE
OF THE SGA
STUDENTS
HELPING
STUDENTS

LOCATED BETW EEN
MATH/SCIENCE BLDG,
k
■

APPLICATION DEADLINE -

Feb. 20

AND
STUDENT CENTER

are a P e e r C o u n selin g , In fo rm a tio n Sc R eferra l S erv ice
F o r m o re IN F O R M A T IO N C A L L - 8 9 3 - 5 2 7 1
STUDENTS OF ALL MAJORS WELCOME

ìa
■
| / , 'V f hAlcîriàfanOn ‘ Uniir , I eb 5, 19§ 1.25.
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Barry, Coe stall Squires, 53-50
by Paul Huegel
“We have to learn to play without him,” Coach Ollie Gelston said about his star forward
Je ff Johnson. “Kean is the weakest team in the conference so tonight was a good time to start,”
ne added after his Indians (9 -8 ) had handed Kean College (Kean) a 53-50 defeat last Saturday
night before some 500 enthusiastic fans at Panzer G ym .
Between the loss o f Johnson to a job with the IRS and crippling injuries to starting guard Brian
O ’Connel (thigh), forward Tom Bianchi (ankle), and forward T y Dirktec (neck), Gelston was
forced to go to his bench.
I here they were—Kevin Barry, BobChamra, and Charlie Coe—subs lor the entire season, getting
their opportunity and stealing the show from regulars Pete Glacy, Fred Hill, and Fd Riche.
Barry led all scorers with 22 points and Chamra and Coe added 10 apiece. I here was more,
however, to their contribution than just scoring.
' After falling behind early in the game, M SC battled their way to a 22-21 lead when Coe hit a 20
foot jumper with 5:41 left in the first half. From there, the Indians went into their stall offense and
never relinquished the lead.
With Barry, Coe, and Hill dishing and loopingpasses back and forth near the half court line, M SC
successfully burned four minutes off the clock while adding six unanswered points for a 28-21
halftime lead."

/

T h e second half was no different. T h e M SC backcourt forced Kean to break their zone and go
man to man as they stalled the clock away. Lay-ups and foul shots comprised the majority o f the
Indians scoring as the frustrated Squires continually got burned or were forced to burn themselves
via fouls.
M SC was outscored by six field goals, but tallied 23 points from the line to Kean’s eight.
“ We matched their speed, but we have to do a better job on the boards,” Gelston noted afterwards.
At times during the game, three Kean players would be battling a lone Indian for an “offensive”
rebound.
•. Early in the game, M SC was taking a poor shot selection—throwing balls up from the top of the
! key and the deep baseline. Riche seemed to be pressing to try and pick up the slack left behind by the
loss o f Johnson, and thus his shots were off. ,
As for their playoff outlook, Gelston said it was too. early to say. A lot will depend on the T rib e’s
ability to play without Johnson, come off injuries, and play as a team.
T h e T rib e’s next home game will be against Trenton StateC ollege,Sat., Feb. 7 at 8 pm in Panzer
Gym .
I
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Unfortunately for M SC basketball fans, you won't see this
sight anymore as cocaptain Jeff Johnson has decided to
leave the team for a job with the IRS.

As of last Saturday night,
M SC will, be playing without
the services of fheir" number
one scorer 'for the past four
years. Forward Je ff Johnson
has"decided to sit out the rest of
this*. season due to a co-op job
has just received with the
he hi
1RS.
After talking it over with his
coach, Ollie Gelston, Johnson
agreed that it would be better
for the team if the younger
players started getting a chance
to play. “We have some big
games coming up and the
freshmen have to start getting
used to the-pressure,” Johnson
commented.
Johnson practiced for just
one hour last week and will
find himself in Philadelphia,
PA for over a month, training
for his new job.
“ Eventually I hope to try
out with a team in Europe,” the
6 foot, 4 inch Johnson
remarked. R i g h t now,
however, he remains the
Tribe’s biggest supporter,
yelling and' applauding for his
teammates from the bench as
they shoot for a playoff berth.
In his four years at M SC ,the
I ndi ans ’ c ocapt ai n never
missed a game. He was named
to the all-N JSC A C squad last
season and led the team in
scoring twice (1979, 1980)
with
averages o f 15.7 and
21.6, respectively.
This season, Johnson was
pacing the Tribe with 21.4
points’per game and was a sure
fire candidate to repeat on the
N JSC A C all-star team.

Senior cocaptain Fred Hill thinks about his next move as he
comes face to face with Tyrone Turlington of Kean
College.

Grapp/ers peaking
for regionals
by Mike Ritz
- . Heavyweight Art Sopelsa’s fall at 1:34 of the second period
gave the M SC wrestling team a 25-21 victory over Glassboro
State College (G S C ) in a dual meet held last week.
I,he Indians trailed by. two points going into the final match
fore Sopelsa stopped Dave Chandler of G SC to clinch the win.
M SC ’s Mark
Maleck
the— •match
decision
--------------------- ------—starred
------- -• • • • V V .. 1 voff
» » i with
” » l i t aa 110-6
y
w U
V .V .1 J i U I l
over Je ff DelleMonache. Following a loss and a fall by G S C , Dan
DaCunto edged Kurt DeLorerizo 7-5 in a tight match at 142.
Dave Drozjock got the only other fall for the Indians, when he
decked Dennfs Beccetla at 1:50 of the final period. M SC led at this
point 12-9.
After another G S C pin, John Antosiewicz evened the team
score at 15 with an 8-6 decision over Brad Ellis. G SC came up
with its third fall o f the day when Mvron Lutza pinned Pat
Fazzini at 1:47 of the second periodf iVISC’s Chuck Brondcr
brought the Indians within four points with a major decision over
Jod Ryan 9-0. Sopelsa ended the match in style with his fall, to
give M SC their fourth win o f the-year.
In other matches, Chuck Bronder’s last second fall, along with a fall by Sopelsa, gave M SC a come from behind victory oyer
Massachusetts Maritime 24-22. The Indians trailed 24-12 going
into the final two matches, needing two falls to win. Bronder
pinned his opponent with just one second remaining in the match
to keep the Indiatis chances alive. Sopelsa followed with a pin of
his own to finish the comeback.
The Indians also lost to Rider College, 32-14. M SC winners
included DaCunto (2 2 -0 ), Drozjock ( 16-11), and Sopelsa
(default).
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Biber takes
on new task

£

A t the hospital, they will be
able to observe the rehabilita
What appeared to be a simple
tion department, go to lectures,
kick in the stomach for an M SC
and -.partake in in-service
soccer player in a 1974 matph
training.
vs Mercer County College,
“T h e contribution of the
turned out to be a problem that
student trainers far exceeds
only one out pf every 100,000
what they get from work/people confront.
study,” Biber noted. “T h e
“ After one hour in a hospital
giving of their time, labor, and
emergency room, it was
effort makes my job easy,” he
discovered that ‘ the young
said.
player had been suffering from
T h e 5 foot 7 inch North
an ectop ic kidney (b oth
Caldwell native, received his
kidneys on the same side) and
Associate o f Arts degree in
not the kick,” Sanford Biber,
general studies from Mitchell
M SC ’s head athletic trainer,
College in Conneticut in 1968
recalled from his desk in the
before obtaining his BA degree
training room in the basement
in hi s t or y from Al f r ed
of Panzer Gym .
University in N Y (1970).
T h e 34-year-old Biber is a
Presently he is working on his
man who has always kept
MA degree in health, here at
himself very busy, and today is
MSC.
no e xc ept i on. Pr e s e nt l y ,
Biber, who is married but has
among numerous other titles
no children,' had practical
and jobs, he has volunteered his
experience as an assistant
services as a sports medicine
athletic trainer at Fairleigh
consultant at the new sports
Dickinson University (T eamedicine center o f Mountain
neck 1970-73) before coming
side Hospital .
to M SC in 1973. He has also
“T h e relationship between
served as an emergency room
th e p h y s i c a l e d u c a t i o n
aide, a canoe guide, an aquatics
department and Mountainside
director, and an assistant camp
p r o v i d e s an e x c e l l e n t
director.
educational experience. It will
T h e always calm M SC
benefit both students and
trainer has also had teaching
athletes,” Biber, who will be
p r o v i d i n g i n f o r m a t i o n , . experience and has lectured on
sports medicine topics. His
suggestions, and advice to the
most recent endeavors include:
center, commented. “It should
serving as an adjunct instructor
have happened a decade ago,”
teaching “ Advanced Care and
he added.
T h e opening o f the sports - P r e v e n t i o n o f A t h l e t i c
Injuries” at M SC, and as a
medicine center at Mountain
guest speaker for the New
side will be o f great benefit to
J e r s ey I n t e r S c h o l a s t i c
the eight people Biber refers to
Athletics Association.
as the “backbone of the
Professional organizations
^program”—his seven assistant
that he belongs to include: the
trainers (Chuck DeLuca, Carl
National Athletic Trainers
Hensal, Augie Lorio, John
Association, Eastern Athletic
Mi l l er , l i m Phi l i ps, J o e
1'rainers
Association,
and
P r y z t u l a , and D o n n a
New Jersey Athletic Trainers
Traversa) and his assistant
Society which he is the
athletic trainer for women
president of.
(Barbara Cook).

by Paul Huegel

Student trainer Chuck DeLuca tapes Indians' basketball star Jeff Johnson's ankle as
trainer Sandy Biber supervises.
I he major advance Biber has
seen since being at M SC is the
opening o f the coed training
ropm in 1978. “That was very
late for a college,” he noted
about the training room he feels
is the best in the state except for
Princeton University that can
spend excessive amounts of
money on equipment.
T h e installation of Sprague
Field’s astroturf in 19/9 has
created more work for the
M SC trainer and his staff.
“T h ere’s more precautionary
taping now because of the
turf, Biber explained.
“T h e most common injuries

are the ‘nuisance’ ankle and
foot and skin abrasions or ‘turf
b u r n s , ’ ” he remarked.
“ Preventive taping o f the
ankles and feet help to alleviate
the problems. We are also extra
careful 'in covering burns
because it’s so easy to get skin
infections,” Biber explained.
Football is the “hardest”
sport for Biber and his staff to
handle. “ It takes one to two
hours of concentrated effort to
get a team on the field,” Biber
stated.
As for his busiest season,
Bibef explained, “T h e spring
season causes the biggest fuss.

With men’s and women’s track,
tennis, softball, baseball, and
men’s and women’s lacrosse,
this season offers my staff the
best opportunity to learn about
health care,” he noted.
“There’s always a lot of
humor involved when you’re
among athletes,” Biber
remarked.
“ I guess the ethnic soccer
player is the most humorous,”
he added. “T h ey have the
strangest habits and ways of
doing things,” he concluded.

Referee Tony Celentano asks for police assistance (photo 1) to calm down an unruly SHU

fan (photo 2) during Saturday's MSC-SHU women's basketball game at Panzer Gym.
' Hey
ref,give me
After a brief discussion, the police let the fan stay for the rest of the game (photo 3).
"Somebody cursed at me and I turned and saw his lips moving,"Celentano explained
a break....’
after the game.
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by Bob Lanza
As Eddie Riche sits in-the stands watching the J V team play
Glassboro State College one would probably not look at him and
see a basketball player. Dressed in stylish designer clothes Riche
resembles a model that you would see while thumbing through
GO Magazine.
T his dapper, 6 foot, 4 inch 200 pound junior forward is having
his best year as an Indian. His statistics include a 17 point per
game average along with eight rebounds a game. With his silky
smooth outside jumper, topped with a prolific baseline drive,
Riche possesses all tne ingredients to make him one of the top
players in the conference.
“ I feel this year everbody has gained experience,” Riche said.
“We’re playing together and working hard as a team.”
Riche played his high school ball in Bayonne, NJ where he
averaged 14 points per game fpr Coach Arnie Lavan. M SG was
not where Riche intended to play basketball.
“ I was recruited by Merrimack College,” Riche noted. “ In fact
I was all set to go there until I discovered they didn’t have a
physical education major. T h at’s the reason I chose M SC. They
have one of the best physical education programs around.”
Like most kids coming out o f high school Riche had to make
adjustments to his style of play when coming to M SC.
“ In Bayonne I played with two great ballplayers: John
McGinnis and Thurman Green,” Riche recalls. “John played for
Loyola, and Thurman went to East Texas State. With those two
guys I used to play a run and gun type offense. Here at M SC they
approach offense with a bit more patience.”
It appears that Riche has adjusted very well to this patient style
of play. V ery seldom 'will you see Riche force a bad shor.
Whenever it appears as though he is going to throw, up a prayer
he’ll quickly shovel off a pass to a teammate cutting to the basket.
If Riche has a deficiency it’s probably his lack o f jumping
ability. It seems hard to, believe that someone who sports thfestats
that Riche does, cannot as they say, “get up.” In a game designed
for quickness and great leapers, how can a player excel with only
average God given talents?
“ I compensate for my lack o f jumping ability by obtaining
good position, blocking out, and by out thinking the other
players,” Riche said.
Like most college students Riche doesn’t like to occupy all his
time by studying and playing basketball. Riche is a frequent
visitor to the Cedar Grove Inn and the M SC Rathskeller where he
can be seen partying with friends.
“ When I’m not playing basketball I like to go out and socialize
with different people,-” Riche said. “ I guess you can say I enjoy
the night life. O ne of the places I enjoy going is the Speedway in
Bayonne on weekends to see my old friends'.”
Even though Riche finds time to congregate with friends it’s
very evident by talking with him that basketball is the biggest
thing in his life right now. Without his involvement in the sport
Riche would possibly have never found an interest in college.
“ I really don’t know what I’d be doing if I didn’t play
basketball,” he concluded.

Ed Riche displays miig for
being named to the 1980
Yule Cup all-tournament
team.

.
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M SC s Ed R,che (20) ,eaPs h,9h m the a,r for two P°'nts-

Smoke Signals
Mills misses Athlete of Year

Fencers off to quick start

Mike Juskus, a javelin thrower from Glassboro State College,
was recently named the New Jersey State College Athletic
Conference’s Athlete o f the Year, beating out such standout
performers as M S C ’s Sam Mills (football), Williarri Paterson
College’s Clinton Wheeler (basketball), Ramapo College’s Don
Jacoby (baseball), and Jersey City State College’s Eric M oore
(basketball).

T h e M SC women’s fencing team opened up their season with
two recent victories over Caldwell College by the score o f 11-5,
and Drew University 10-6. M SC ’s Sandi Heinze is undefeated in
her matchesand has a personal record of 8-0. T h e fencer’s next
home match is T u e., Feb. 10 against Eairleigh Dickinson
University at.7 pm in Panzer Gym.

Swimming championships
Kean College (Kean) will hosr,the N J College Women’s
Swimming Championships on Fri., Feb. 13 and Sat., Feb. 14.
T h e diving portion o f tne program is scheduled for Friday at
Elizabeth High School while the swimming competition will be
held at Keanes pool the following day. M SC will take part in both
days’ competition.

Men's JV undefeated
T h e men’s J V basketball team remains the only undefeated
team at M SC this season with a 52-37 victory over Kean College
last Saturday night. T h e win gives them a 15-0 mark on the year.
Included in these 15 wins were impressive victories over three
division I powerhouses--Army, Colgate University, and
Princeton University. T h e Tribe has six games remaining in their
quest for perfection.

Indoor booters ousted
T h e M SC soccer team was eliminated from the sixth annual
Greater Jersey Indoor Invitational Soccer Tournament held at
Middlesex County college over the weekend, with losses to the
University of Scranton (Scranton) (2-1), Kean College (Kean)
(4 -0 ), and Mercer County College (8-5).
T he Indians dropped their opening game to Scranton when an
unmarked Corky McHale headed a throw-in past the far post
with two minutes remaining in the game. M SC had held a 1-0 lead
early in the match on a goal by Paul Delbo
T h e T rib e’s second match saw Kean come out quickly and
score three goals in five minutes on a series of breakaways. By the
start o f the second half, the play had turned into" a rugby match,
similar to the regular season match between the two, last October.
M SC ’s “ Dirty Half-Dozen” never got untracked, playing the
body more than the ball.
With nothing to lose in their final match, the Indians used a five
man attack and received goals from Lou D ’Agosto (2), Rich
Gallagher, Paul Liddy, and Delbo. Playing without a defense,
however, took its toll on goalkeeper Paul Huegel as he was
shelled for eight goals.
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Squaw s drop heartbreaker
SHU zone stymies M SC, 64-63

photo by Paul Huegel

by Ann Marie Miskewicz

Grimacing Tracey Brown attempts a shot
late in the game over SHU center Patti
Jaworski.

For the second time this
season, the Squaws lost a one
point heartbreaker to rival
Seton Hall University (SH U )
64-63, last Saturday afternoon
in Panzer G y m . .
With 31 seconds remaining
in the game, S H U ’s freshman
forward, Marcia Foster, hit a
key foul shot to put the
Buccettes ahead 64-59. M SC
retaliated with baskets by
sophomore forwards Debbie
O ’ Bri en and Ma r q u e r i t e
Dempsey, but their bid for the
victory fell short as-time ran
out,
T h e Squaws built up a 32-22
halftime lead which was the
result.of strong defensive play
led by Dempsey, and the
ability to capitalize on SH U
t u r n o v e r s . T h e S q u a ws
worked the ball inside against
S H U ’S man defense, finding
the open girl under the basket
and also getting' three point
pl ays by De mp s e y and
O ’Brien.
In the second half, it seemed
as though the teams changed
uniforms, as SH U slowly
chipped away at the M SC lead.
T h e M SC offense began to
panic forcing outside shots and
they, were unable to penetrate
the SH U second half two-three
defense.
“ We just couldn’t adjust to
their zone. We were just
standing around and not
moving on offense,” Coach
Maureen Wendelken said'.
There were also some other
reasons for the Squaws’ second
half collapse. Senior 6 foot
center Pat Fixter fouled out
midway thru the second half,
giving the Squaws a definite
height disadvantage against the
taller SH U
squad. SH U
outreboupded M SC, 50-38.

Also, M S C ’s starting
backcourt o f Sharon Ross and
T r a c e y B ro w n shot a
combined four o f 25 from the
field. Ross shot one for eight
before fouling out late in the
second half. Brown, who goes
by the nickname “Sugar”
wasn’t too sweet as she shot a
dismal three of 17 from the
floor.
When asked why^ she kept
Brown in theentiregame when
she was shooting so poorly,
Wendelken stated, ‘H racey’s
my top player and I’m going to
stick with her. Nobody else on
the team will get open to shoot
so maybe Tracey should shoot
more.”
O ne disgruntled Squaw fan
added, “Brown is probably one
of the best shooters on the team
when she’s hot, but she has to
learn to pass more to the open
players under the basket ana to
select .her shots better.’’
O ’Brien led the Squaws with
17 points on eight for 13 from
the field followed by Dempsey
with 13 points On four of five
and five from six at. the-line.
Dempsey also had five steals.
Ozelina Gorham of SH U led
all scorers with .21 points.
T h e Squaws' have a key
game coming up against third
-ranked Rutgers on Tue., F’eb. .
10 in New Brunswick. Game
time is 8 pm-.
M SC (12-6)
Fixter 5-2- 12, O ’Brien 8-1-17,
Dempsey 4-5-13, Brown 3-713, Ross 1-0-2, Kelly 2-0-4,
Tong 0-2-2
Totals: 23-17-63.
Seton Hall (17-2)
Fairbanks 0-1-1, Foster 6-416, Jaworski 5-2-12, Gorham
8 - 5 - 2 1 , Ma n g i n a 3 - 2 - 8 ,
Bendley 0 -0-0, Kapuscienski
2-2-6, Horbowy 0-0-0
Totals: 24 -1 6 -6 4

MSC guard Sharon Ross gets a step on
SHU's Ozelina Gorham in the opening
minutes of Saturday's game.

Fixter: Key to Squaws’ success
by Mike Pucqiarelli

“ I was recruited and offered
scholarships to Temple, Yale,

When Patty Fixter first came
to M SC four y ears ago she was
the only freshman on a ream
that consisted o f the likes of
Carol Blazejowski and Par
Colasurdo Mayo, currently
playing professional ball in the
Women's Basketball Teague
(W BT). Today, this 6 foot red
head f rom S p r i n g Take
Heights, N J is helping to carry
on the tradition and reputation
of women’s basketball at M S ('.

Seton Hall University and the
University " o f Illinois, but I

Fixter played her high
school basketball at St. Rose of
Belmar, where she scored
1,313 career points and was
named to the Al l - Shor e
Conference and AlTMonmourh County all-star teams.
Understandably M SC was not
the only school after her talent.

chose MSC' because o f its
reputation and the caliber of the
teams they played on rheir
schedule.” She also noted, “ I
have always wanted to play in
Madi s on S q u a r e Gar de n
(M S G ).”
Since coming to MSC' she
has played in M SG twice and
against some of the top teams in
the nation like two-time
nati onal c hampi ons Ol d
Dominion University and top
ranked Rutgers, and the
University of Maryland to
name a few. During her first
season at M SC she also had the
opportunity to travel with the
ream to C a l i f o r n i a to

participate in the Association
for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women national champion
ship, in which M SC rook a
third.
This season F i x t e r , a
physical education major, is the
team captain and leader of a
squad that consists o f all
underclassman except for one
other senior; : Alary Tuffv.
“ I’m a lot closer ro this year’s
team then any other because I
am the leader and I want to do a
good job ,” Fixter said.
And what a fine job she is
doing. Averaging Í2 points
and pulling down 8 rebounds
per game, while leading the
Squaws to a 12-6 record so far
this year, including three
tournament championships
consisting o f the Dial Classic,

Syracuse Invitational, and the
University o f C'onncctictut
(U C ) Invitational tourna
ments.
“ We’re playing good ball
and 1 feel this is the best
offensive team since Carol
Bl azej owski graduated in
1978.” Fixter also stated,
“ Fveryone carfscore; we have
excellent outside and inside
s h o o t e r s . ” I f t hey play
together, keep parient’ and let
their shots drop Fixter feels the
team can do well in the
beginning rounds of the
region iris.
How well the Squaws do in
post season play will surely
depend upon the performance
of Fixter. Already this yearshc
has been named to the
University of San Francisco
Invitational, Syracuse

Invitational, and the U C
Invitational a 11-tournament
teams. She feels she is finally
playing up to her ability and
hopes to carry this over to a
career in the WBT.
“ It would be the ultimate
step in my career and I feel (
have the ability to play for any
team in the league,” Fixter*
proudly said.
I f s h e - d o e s n ’ t play
professional ball Fixter would
like to go ro graduate school
and receive her masters in
coaching and sports adminis
tration, and hopefully some
day coach basketball on the
high school or college levels.
One thing’s for certain no
matter what the future holds
for Fixter she will be just as
successful as she has been at
MSC.

